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The context of this submission

Equal Status \ lilueprlnt tor \illon

The context of this submission
It's8
NKI3.s sul)inission to the C;omtnission on tile St:!tus of Pcwple with Disal~ilities
should be seen in the contest o f NRU's st:ttutory functions.
NKH \vxs set up ~intlerthe N:~tionalRehabilitation U o ~ ~ (Establishment)
rd
Orcler 1')G'.
This legislation delineated NRB's functions as follows:
nit11 the consent of the Minister. to supervise or operate or arrange for
the oper:ttion o f services (hereinztfter referred to as "the services") for
the \velf:~reof persons who :ire disabled as a result of physical defect
or injury, mental h:tntlic:~p or mental illness. The services shall be
regarded as including:
the en-ordination of the work of voluntary hodies engaged in the
provision of rehz~hilitationz~ndtraining services for disabled
persons
the giving of nledical treatment to disabled persons
the provision of a service for the assessment of disability and the
giving of vocational guidance to disabled persons
the training of disabled persons for employment suitable to their
condition of health
the provision of :I service for the placement of disabled persons in
employment
the mnking of ;cvrrrngements with other hodies for training
disabled persons
with the approval of the Minister, to co-operate with o r assist
comp:tnies o r associations formed for the purpose o f performing
functions similar to any or all of the functions of the Board, and to
enter into such contracts or agreements as may facilitate the provision
of the services
~viththe approval o f the Minister, to d o all things necessary, either
directly or in co-operation ~vithother bodies, for the making available
of :I service for the provision of prostheses and appliances including
:~rtificiallinilx :\nd hearing aids
to furnish :idvice. information and ;~ssist:tncein relation to any aspect
o f the services to the hlinister. ot- to any Health .iuthorir\i
\\.it11 the approwl of the hlinister. to orgtnise ancl provicle courses of
tlxining in the [I-citnient.tr:~iningor phceinent in employment of
disahlecl persons
\\it11 rhe :~ppro\:tlo f the Minister. to provicle courses of t~riningfor
sliiclents o f occi~pation:rlther:ip\-.

Introduction
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Introduction
I'eople \\:ith dis:tbilities in Ireland today are in many ways excluded, set
apart, stigniatised and undervalued. They are marginalised by a society
organised primarily hy non-disabled people, based largely o n specious
a s s u m p t i o n s a b o u t " a v e r a g e " h u m a n beings a n d r e s p o n d i n g t o
:tpproxirnritions of their neecis. They are rarely consulted in the formulation
of policy or practice which affects them and, when they are, their low status
means that they are less likely to be believed or heard than non-disabled
"experts".
The prevailing medical model of disability locates their exclusion in the
individuality of each person's disability. It also promotes the notion of
"hierarchies of oppression" in which some disabled people are seen to be
more pathetic o r deserving than others. NRH, o n the other h a n d , is
concerned in this submission to consider solutions to the current low status
of people with disabilities through an understanding that it is Irish society
itself which disables and disadvantages its disabled citizens by means of its
current structures, policies and practices. This submission will name and
offer solutions to this pervasive discrimination, which is to he found at all
levels of Irish society and is as prevalent in services and structures aimed
directly at people with disabilities as in those catering for the population as
a whole.
People with disabilities are under-represented in all areas of Irish life,
leading to the perpetuation of popular belief in their inability to lx proactive
citizens in charge of their o w n destinies. This belief is used in turn to
legitimate e x c l u s i o n , o f t e n t h r o u g h t h e d o u b l e - e d g e d s t r a t e g y of
"protection" and so the cycle o f marginalisation - and its consequences of
passivity, low self-esteem and low status - continues. A series of affirmative
x t i o n measures is needed at every level of Irish society in order to equalise
b o t h opportunity and o u t c o m e for p e o p l e with disabilities. In this
sulxnission NRH will detail many examples of the kind of affirmative action
measures which can really make :I difference to the participation of disabled
people in Irish society.
This suhmission takes the view that while the social ancl economic needs of
people with disabilities may require particular responses, those needs are n o
different from those of other citizens. The caring model of service delivery
to people wi:h disabilities ;IS :I c:itegory o f people with special needs has
en:~ldeclIrish society to c1e:rl \vith clis;~l>ilityprimarily as :In issue of welfare,
while sul~st:~nti:~IIy
ignoring i t ;IS an issue o f civil rights :~ndequality of
opportunity. This sulxnission will ;~clvoc:tte f o r a clear Ltnd unequivocal
recognition o f the right o f people with disa1)ilitics to equality of treatment
rind oppol-tunity in Irish socio-economic life.
NRB Suhmirs~onlo the Cornmisiion or the Status oi People with i ~ i s , ~ b i l i t i e ~
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Introduction

specific measures to equalise the status of people with disabilities in
each.
I t is recogniseci that the areas covered and solutions proposed are not
exhaustive 11ut rather provide a starting-point for the elimination of
discriminatory structures, policy and practice from Irish society. The general
strategies are to he taken as read in the discussion of specific sectors.

General strategies to
equalise the status of
people with disabilities

The solution to the current low status of people with disabilities lies
primarily in the whole-hearted adoption of a series of general
strategies to be applied across every sector of Irish society.
These concern:

+

Disability proofing as an element of comprehensive equality proofing

+

Access to the physical environment and to information

+
Equal participation and representation

+
Equal opportunities policy and practice as key criteria for funding

+

Anti-discrimination legislation

+
Comprehensive approaches to disability equality training.

Equal Status A Blueprint tor Action

Disability proofing as an element of comprehensive equality proofing

NRB recommends that, as a matter of urgency, the Commission on the Status
of People with Disabilities communicates with NESF:

to ensure that a disability dimension constitutes a central plank of
NESF's deliberations
t o establish a two-way flow of information that will facilitate t h e

development of a coherent approach to equality proofing in Ireland.
While it is cruci:tl to inclucle clisa1,ility proofing :IS :I key element in an overall
equ:~lityproofing strategy, it is also vital to recognisc that, hy itself, disability
proofing will not impact on the status of all disablrcl people equally. There
are other core axes of exclusion which impact differently o n individual
people with disabilities, including considerations of class, income, race,
ethnic origin and gender orientation. While not underestimating the
in~portanceof these (income and gender orientation are to some extent
explored in the sections on income support and sexuality respectively) this
submission will draw particular attention to two other vital axes of exclusion:
gender and age.

Women with disabilities
There is at present no comprehensive information on the situation of women
with disabilities in Ireland but research in the US, Canada and the UK shows
that women with clisalilities are more isolated from the larger sock-economic
systcnl than men with disabilities, with low average participrition rates deriving
from the fact that they are women, that they have a tlisabi1it)r and, significantly,
that they are women with a clisability, Additional consequences are seen to
derive from the fact that they :Ire 1~1thfemale and disabled, consequences
\\.-llich\voultl not nec?ss:~t-ilyl>econieevident if the focus w:~splaced on their
S[:I~LIS:IS \\-omen,or on their st:ttus ;is people wit11 dis:tl>ilitics.
This means that n.ithout dis:~l,ility pt-oofing, policies and practices enacted
to rqu:tlise opportunity xnd outcome for all women will impact less
strongly o n dis;~l>lecIthan n o n - d i s a b l d women. Without the particular
co~isiile~-;~tion
o f t l l ~ '~litu;~tion
o f \vomen ~vith~lis;~l>ilities,
there is a real
ilans,.c,rthat the ~~ecomiilencl:ttiotis
of the Commission on the Status of
I'c~,plc.\\-it11 Ilis;~l>ilitic~,s
\\-ill. i n acldrrssing the requi~wncntsof dis;~hled
pt,oplr :IS ;I \vIiolt~.itiip:tc~ le,\s strotiglv on women tI1:in o n men with
clis:liliis. p : ~ r ~ i c u l t r:ISl t i ) elate thc I>ulli of r e s c ~ r c hand discussion on
l i ~ i l i :incl
t
exclusiori h;15 i.entretl o n nioilel> o f involvement in the
I:ilx~urm:\rkc,t nil nl<)iivs<>i
econotnic nnd soci:d ilise,ri~nin;ttiona s
idcntifiecl I>) clixtl)lccl t w n .

NR8 S ~ l I m l \ % i ;O
m tlw i ~ i n m w (li,
o ~the
~ S M I U \or Pvqdt. W I I I

Diwhhtiei
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Disability prooiing as an element a i comprehensive equality proofing

NKB recon~nlendsthat, as well as considering the impact on older people
with disabilities of its report and recommendations, the Commission on the
Status of People with Disabilities should advocate a programme of positive
action to ensure that the obstacles which only older people with disabilities
face are dismantled and that older people with disabilities can participate in
Irish socieh on an equal basis. Some specific solutions to the exclusion and
marginalisation of older people with disabilities are included in t h e
examination of specific sectors of Irish life later in this submission.

NRB Sulm~$riorlo ihr Commirsion on the Stalm ot People with Di\abilit~ri
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Access to the physical environment and to information

recently-introduced health, safety and welfare legislation be monitored
to ensure that people with disabilities are not excluded unnecessarily
on the grounds of safety
standards for t h e accessibility of t h e external environment be
developed collaboratively between people with disabilities and sector
experts and made mandatory through the introduction, enforcement
and monitoring of appropriate legislation
training on access issues, including information and access service
issues, be included compulsorily on all vocational training courses,
including in-service and continuing training, for design and building
management professionals such as planners, architects, engineers,
fire/safety officers, interior designers, product designers, building
managers and all allied service providers
specialist courses on access issues be developed, and that people with
disabilities particularly be encouraged to take them u p
a system of mandatory access certificates, covering physical access,
access to information within the building (e.g. audible and visual fire
warnings, loop systems etc) and building management systems, similar
to the system of fire certificates, h e developed, implemented via
legislation, enforced and monitored
the provision of accessible, adjacent parking spaces t o agreed
stanclards becomes mandatory via legislation, enforced and monitored,
for all buildings in public use where parking is provided
it becomes an offence to bar a guide dog from any premises
standards of access, design and safety be continually updated in line
with international best practice.

Access to information

NRB SLIIXT,I\>I~I., tc Ilw I ~ ~ m m wwi ~lI>c
r~
SIJIOS 01 I%Y,III~wtl>l ) i s , ~ l ~ ~ l ~ l ~ c ~
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technology and equipment for accessing information in alternative
formats should be made widely available to people who at present do
not have access to it for financial or other reasons (for example, reading
machines, audio equipment, adapted computers)
education in using computer technology to access information should
be provided to all people with disabilities, including older people
information-giving organisations should be networked to the greatest
possible extent, to minimise the necessity to consult a multiplicity of
sources to access information
in all public places signs should b e simple, clear and uniform.
Standards to ensure this should be developed, implemented via
legislation, enforced and monitored
information should be disseminated to people with disabilities in rural
areas through a multiplicity of methods, including mobile libraries and
banks, parish centres, information days, local radio stations
helplines, using both freefone and 1-850systems, should be funded to
become more widely available and funding o r other mechanisms
should be developed to ensure the universal availability of text
telephones and TDDs in businesses, organisations etc, along with their
promotion among people with disabilities

TV and radio should be used more widely to give information in the
context of public service broadcasting, including the increased use of
subtitling and live-action sign interpretation (see also media section,
page 8D
the specific information needs and requirements of women and older
people with disabilities should be addressed and resourced, along with
the information needs and requirements of newly-disabled people.

There :Ire several key issues relating t o disabled people's access to vital
information, particularly dmut their own personal affairs.

+
NRB recommends that:

people with disabilities be granted access to medical and other formal
records which relate to them, be granted the right to information about
medical, assessment and other procedures which they may have to
undergo and be consulted concerning the flow of information about
themselves to carers and other family members
NRB S u b m ~ s i i o nlo the Cm>misiion on thr Status o i Proplp wfth D i d l i t i e s
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Access to the physical environment and to information

organisations should be required to train an agreed proportion of staff in
sign language, in the same way that they must have safety committees etc.
frontline and other staff in organisations should develop skills in
helping those who need it, including people with learning disabilities,
through complicated procedures
consideration of the needs and requirements of people with hidden
disabilities should become part of the procedure of disability proofing
and the development of equal opportunities policies and practices.
NKR recommends that the Equal Status legislation currently in preparation
and any subsequent anti-discrimination legislation dealing specifically with
disability issues (see page 2 3 ) address all the above access issues, with
provision for their full enforcement and monitoring. Total accessibility of
services and information should become a central criterion in the allocation of
state funding (see page 2 2 )

Pending general improvement in the accessibility of buildings, services and
information, the wide and creative promotion and advertising of information
and facilities will be critical if take-up is to be encouraged and confidence
built up.

Equal Status A Klucprnl iwr -\<tlon

Equal participation and represenlation

-

voluntary. to establish regular. workable and effective consultative
procedures. Particularly imporrant is the involvement of people with
disabilities in t h e decision-making procedures of services and
structures aimed specifically at them
advocacy structures should be properly funded and resourced if they
are to develop. Resourcing for participation is the most important tool
in ensuring equal representation
mentoring and co-operative work-sharing strategies should be used to
ensure that a wide range of disabled people develop t h e skills
necessary to be effective staff and board members
a system should be developed and r e s o u r c e d , d r a w n u p in
collaboration with disabled people, to enable groups of people with
disabilities t o learn skills for participation, negotiation a n d
representation and to develop appropriate models of self-help and
organisation, along the lines of the Department of Social Welfare's
Community Development Programme and schemes to support local
women's initiatives. Specific a t t e n t i o n should b e paid t o t h e
development of these skills in particularly marginalised people with
disabilities, such as people living in residential and institutional
settings, older people, disabled Travellers etc
appropriate proportions of existing funds for self-development and
organisation, such as the schemes currently administered by t h e
Combat Poverty Agency and the Department of Social Welfare, should
be allocated to projects of disabled people. Accessibility and openness
at all levels to the participation of people with disabilities should
become a key criterion in the eligibility for funding of all projects in
these schemes (see next section)
a system should b e d e v e l o p e d t o s u p p o r t t h e co-ordinated
development of local access groups
organisations providing services specifically aimed at people with
disabilities should involve disabled people, including women and older
people. to a meaningful level on their boards of management
education and training in self-advocacy and participation skills should
form a central part of all curricula aimed specifically at people with
disabilities in education (formal, continuing and second-chance) and
training (formal, whether ESF-funded or not, and informal) so that all
people with disabilities, including older people, can be involved to the
greatest extent possible

Equal Status A Lilurjmnt lor Action

Equal participation and representation

NRB in this submission has already argued that equality proofmg, total
accessibility and measures to ensure equal participation and
representation are the cornerstones of developing a truly inclusive
Ireland for people with disabilities. Three approaches to underpinning
these practices are:

.
.
.

equal opportunities policy and practice as key criteria for
funding
anti-discrimination legislation
comprehensive disability equality training.

Equal Status \ Ulileprnt tor \itlor

Anti-discrimination legislation

Anti-discrimination legislation
The str3tegies ndvocated s o far hy N R B in this subtnission can work
effecrivelv on their own. given the political will. They would, however, b e
strengthened inimeasur:~bly,in both practical and symbolic terms, by the
introduction. adoption, enforcement ovcr an agreed timescale and wellresourced monitoring of anti-discrimination legislation.
It is the increasing experience of :I wide range of societies that a legislative
Ixse is necessary if minority groups, including people with disabilities, are to
be enabled fully to participate in society. This is recognised by, among other
structures, the UN Standard Rules on the Equalisation of Opportunities for
Persons with Disabilities and the EU White Paper on European Social Policy,
which advocates the revision of EU Treaties at the earliest opportunity to
introduce a specific reference to combating discrimination o n the grounds,
a m o n g o t h e r s , of disability. The G o v e r n m e n t ' s commitment, in its
Programme for a Partnership Government, to the introduction of an Equal
Status hill and the extension o f existing employment equality legislation to
cover people with disabilities, among other groups, is a reassuring sign of
Ireland's willingness to tackle these f~mdan~entai
issues.

NRB recommends that the comprehensive legislation promised in t h e
Programme for a Partnership Government b e introduced, adopted and
enforced in t h e shortest possible timeframe, with well-resourced and
comprehensive monitoring systems.
It is, however, part of international experience that the con~plexityof issues

confronting people ~vithdisabilities is such that separate legislation dealing
with their position is also necessary and that it is not sufficient simply to
include the111 as a cxtcgory in general equality o r anti-discrimination
provisions
Furthermore, if such legislation is t o be effective, it must be grounded in and
reflect the distinctive cultural ancl historical realities which have formed the
socicty for \vhich it is clesignccl. The Urehotl La\vs provide ancient but still
relevant ex:tmples. I t \vould he tleirher sufficient nor sensible simply to
adopt legisl:~tiondesigned f o r other societies ~vitlitheir distinctive cultural
rind historical roots. Wliil' 1er11-ning
f n ~ m:ill o r these and from the cxamples
o f hest pr;tc,ticc round the \vorld. the 1cgisl;ttion \vhich \\.ill he most effective
in Irish society is tl1;11 \vliicIi lwst reflects the v:tlucs \vhich inform this society,
espc'ci:~llyin its sense o f \\-hat is fxir. j~tstand right in clertling with those who
arc disatlvrtntaged.

NUB Suhm\,sion to the Coormtision on the St,nu,

c,i People w i t h Di5ahiIities
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Anti-discrimination legislation

clccl;ll.ations of righrs in the alxtract. as in the Constitution. :ire of themselves
of linritetl practical. evervclay \-:11ue without the strengthening of specific
legislation.

+

NKB recomniends that:

existing legislation be examined to determine its impact o n people
with disabilities, with a view to amending legislation where necessary
to ensure that the rights, equal opportunities and participation of
disabled people are enhanced to the greatest extent possible
that anti-discrimination legislation dealing with the specific situation of
people with disabilities, as detailed below, be introduced, adopted and
enforced in the shortest possible timeframe, with well-resourced and
con~prehensivemonitoring systems.

Key features of specific anti-discrimination
legislation dealing with people with disabilities
Since the aim of legislation is to improve the position of people with
disabilities in Irish society and to increase their participation in it, the law
must he bob neg:rtive and positive in its construction anti its effect. It must
lmth outlaw discrimination and harassment perpetuated g gain st people with
disa1)ilities and promote good practice in the equdisntion o f opportunity and
outcome for them.
The legislation must also b e spcc.ific about those actions and omissions
~ ~ l i i cmust
h 11e taken cjr avoided in mdcr to comply with the law and which
\vill form the lxsis f o r :In? prosecution taken for :in offence under the law.
Given thnt the foc~isfor legislation \\-ill he o n promoting the niaximum
particip;rtion in socict!. of people with disal~ilities,the clefinition of disability
used in rlic. legi4;1tion must he rek~teclt o :I person's functioning in society
K~tlwr
t h t n to nnrro\vlv-l>asecli r ~ t . i l i t : ~ definitions.
l
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Comprehensive approaches to disability equality training

Comprehensive approaches to disability
equality training
The experience of introducing legislation in relation to gender equality and
health a n d safety has s h o w n t h e necessity for n e w legislation t o be
accompanied hy a sustained and adequately-funded campaign to educate
lmth those on whose behalf the law is introduced and those who are bound
to its observance.
Such a programme of educ;ltion and awareness is as crucial t o the success of
any new legislation as the vigorous pursuit of offenders under the law. A
process of awareness -+ understanding + commitment enhances the culture
and society within which legislation is to be enacted. To the extent that
clisabled people are not immune to the effects of the pervasive negative
attitudes that surround them, people with disabilities frequently internalise
their o w n oppression. Education for self-advocacy (see page 19) and
counselling responses (see page 74) provide important responses to this
issue, but generalised disa1,ility awareness/equality training will also d o
much to counteract the effects of a long history of marginalisation and
exclusion. Neither goodwill nor legislation can, on their own, bring about
attitudinal shifts in people with disabilities or the population at large.

+
NRB recommends that:

.

disability equality training designed in collaboration with people with
disabilities and provided by and/or with their active participation,
should become universally available, in:
all school curricula, including those aimed specifically at people
with disabilities
all training courses, whether mainstream or specialised, ESFfunded or not
all existing and future eqirality training courses and modules
all teacher training courses, including in-service training
all training, including in-service training, of, among others,
medical and paramedical professionals, social welfare workers,
I:iwvers, judges, gardai, probation officers, prison officers,
managers, supervisors, religious, trainers (both specialised and
mainstream), trade union officials, community workers, housing
officers. transport staff, building and design professionals of all
types. counsellors, therapists. arts administrators, media
personnel, frontline staff of all kinds etc.

NRB Submission to the Commission on the Status o i People with Disabilities
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Specific strategies to
equalise the status of
people with disabilities
in some key sectors

NRB in this submission has already argued for the implementation of a
number of general strategies aimed at equalising the status of people with
disabilities at all levels and across aU sectors of Irish society. While of
themselves they will bring about enormous shifts towards true equality in
Irish society, there is a need for the development of additional specific
strategies in key sectors. Many of these strategies involve affirmative action
programmes geared to the particular circumstances of individual sectors. In
considering these, the universal application of the general strategies is to be
taken as read.

The sectors and specific strategies detailed below are not to be understood
as exhaustive. Indeed, the consideration of sectors and the formulation of
proposals for specific strategies are seriously hampered by the lack of
focussed research in some areas and the apparent total lack of consideration
of disability issues in others. The sectors and specific strategies which are
considered in this submission, however, together constitute some of the
most significant and pressing areas requiring attention. Their order in this
submission is not to be taken as representing a hierarchy of importance.

Education

Equal Status A Blucprnt tor Actlon

isolation from f x i i i l y and community can deprive rhe individual of close
emotional rel;~tionshipsfor sulxt;intial periods of time and prevent the
lexning of lifeskills nkich can he transnlittecl through such relationships.
This ilrrangemcnt also denies nun-tlisahled age peers the opportunity to
experience young people n-ith dis:tbilities in the community and leaves a
vacuum in which fmtasies and prejudice (which highlight the difference and
inequ:~lityof young people with disal~ilities)are allowed to flourish.
Furthermore. thesc students with disabilities are often "cared for" in a way
that controls their hehaviour antl negates their independence. For instance,
provision of special transport to and from school and supervised visits to the
toilet can deny these young people the opportunity to challenge authority
antl try our lxhaviours \ ~ h i c h:Ire a central part of growing up.
In mainstream schools which have been geared to provide for students with
disabilities, provision of special school transport for students with disabilities
often means that such students are removed from school just when extracurricular activities are about to begin. The effect of this is to deny a n
opportunity for socialisation as well as an opportunity to explore new areas
of learning which are different from the set school curriculum.
The impact is to create a subgroup of potentially socially inadequate young
people who are different and less equal. This has come about through the
idea that young people with disabilities need to be protected, and that this is
best done by making special provision for them. Such special provision
consistently segregates young people with disabilities both from their age
peers and from mainstream society.

General strategies to equalise status in education
There are a number of key strategies applying to all levels of education
which, when implemented, will do much to equalise the status of people
lvith disabilities in the sector and will ensure a far greater level of equalised
outcome in students' future lives. Througho~ltthis section the term "personal
s u p p r t s ' i s t:tken to mean equipment. personal assistmce. teachers' aides,
remedial and extra tuition. transport etc.

+
NRB recommends that:

the forthcoming Education Act should cover 311 levels of education,
hot11 ftxmr~land informal. including pre-school, priniar!.. post-primary.
third level. adult, continuing and second-chance ecluc:~tion,and should
assert itnequivocally:
the right of all childrrn to an education

Equal Status A U l u r p r ~ nfor
t Action

.
.

Education

the forthcoming Education Act should specify that psychological and
other assessments of students with disabilities are the responsibility of
t h e D e p a r t m e n t of Education. Such assessments s h o u l d b e
comprehensive and holistic in approach, b e followed u p by the
implementation of appropriate plans and be regularly monitored and
reviewed
clear, unbiased information on educational assessment, procedures,
choices and recommendations should be made available in appropriate
settings and formats to the parents of disabled children of school-going
age
students with disabilities should be enabled to remain with their
.. to the greatest extent possible, with time away for special
dsses
activities being kept to a minimum

.

provision of extra time to complete papers in public examinations, the
use of computers and other necessary equipment etc should become
standardised and delivered as a right to students with disabilities
educational material should be reviewed so that stereotyped images of
disability and people with disabilities are removed. New materials
need to be developed in which girls, women and older people with
disabilities figure positively and frequently

.

since the current debate on equality of opportunity in education for
girls and boys has not impinged in any significant way on the debate on
equality of opportunity in education for disabled students (e.g. it is not
mentioned in the SERC Report), this issue should be researched and
policy and practice amended accordingly
sexuality and relationships education for young people with disabilities
and all young people should show equality in relationships of disabled
and non-disabled people, both male and female
students with clisabilities at all levels of education should have ready
and well-publicised access in appropriate formats and settings to
confidential advice and counselling
assistance from an independent advocate
a complaints procedure with an independent clement
the rlcn1;mds of certain groups of ciis;tbled people for specialised
provision (e.g. profoundly deaf people, Travellers) should be met in
w q s m31ich promote soci:tl inclusion :tnd cohesiveness, e.g. through
location within mainstream ecluc;ttional settings

Equal Status A Rlueimnt tor ;\ition

Education

Primary a n d Post-Primary Education
These for111the u ) r c of disal>letl people's educational expel-icnces. Since
tire\ rog'ther form the onl!- mandatol-\. education in Irelanci. they merit
pal-ticdar attention.

+

NRB recommends that:

there should be greater representation of pupils with disabilities in
mainstream primary and post-primary schools, p r o m o t e d by
appropriate monitoring, incentives and sanctions
specialised education for pupils with disabilities should be clearly
divided into primary and post-primary sections, with appropriate
curricula, services and supports
pupils with disabilities in both mainstream and special schools should
have ready access t o required services such as physiotherapy,
educational speech therapy and occupational therapy
measures to reduce class size and increase remedial teaching and other
classroom resources should be stepped u p if young people with
disabilities are to benefit fully from inclusive education
sign language should form part of all curricula and teacher training
should take this into account
programmes in schools to combat bullying should deal specifically
with the issue of disability
education for leisure skills, social and political education and personal
development programmes should be included in all curricula
young people with disabilities in all educational settings should be
given the opportunity to meet for peer support and with appropriate
disabled role-models
segregated schools should be required to develop an open door
approach, involving resource and outreach work, short courses for
young people with disabilities and teachers etc.
in all second-level schools, a teacher should be assigned special
responsibility for monitoring the equal participation of students with
disabilities.
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Support to Parents o f Children with Disabilities
I'art.11th o f i.hilclren \\-it11 dib:~l>ilitiest q u i s e xnd ilesel-1-esupport and
g u i d ; ~ n c ex t <,\er>-stage o f rlivir children's progrvss. As \yell a s t h e
inform:ition ;tnd unl>i;~seci:~ssistance:~dwcntcrl al3of.e (see page 33), NRB
recommends that:

+

supportive training programmes be provided throughout the country
for parents of children with disabilities, focussing on ability and its
development, rather than problems and their solution and emphasising
social rather than medical constructions of disability, underpinned by
an appx~achstressing rights, responsibilities and choices
support groups for parents of young people with disabilities, based on
principles of sew-help, self-advocacy and mutual support, be set up at
local level throughout the country.
The recommendations in this section shoulci be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalisc the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Training

training centres providing training to people wiih disabilities should be
appropriately accredited in accordance with the NRB Standard for
Vocational Training
existing quota schemes, such as the provision of 50 apprenticeship
places reserved for people with disabilities, should be expanded
further, promoted and monitored
in order to facilitate the provision of supports such as braille materials,
adapted equipment, sign interpretation, personal assistance etc,
mainstream training agencies should build an element for this into their
budgets from the beginning
pre-training courses should be developed to facilitate the entry of
people with disabilities to mainstream training programmes
flexible, modular and part-time courses available in mainstream
training should be made more widespread and accessible to people
with disabilities
the discriminatory ceiling of 10%of marginalised groups, including
people with disabilities, eligible to participate in the VTOS programme
should be removed
the system and network of on-the-job training promised in t h e
Programme for Competitiveness and Work (1994), should be made
available to people with disabilities
the potential for accreditation of prior learning as a mainstream
certification option should be examined
all trainers in mainstream settings shodd receive training in working
effectively with people with disabilities
a policy of equalising opportunities and outcomes for women with
disabilities in training should be adopted.

Strategies to equalise status in specialised training

+
NRR recommends that:

.

nationally-rrcognisd certification o f training should be available on all
vocational training programmes provided in special training centres
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Training

a policy of equalising opportunities and outcomes for women with
disabilities in training sliould be adopted.

I' hc recommeniliitions in this section sho~tlclbe r a i l in conj~~nction
with the
Gencr:~lStrategies t o Equalisc the Status o f People with I>isahilities (pages 7

- 2x1.
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there precarious :mtl tneans that people n ~ Ix
y unwilling to challenge the
system. particul:~rly\vlirre sepsesentrUion us facility for collective lxlrgaining
is ahsent (see p g e 20).

General strategies to equalise status in
employment

+
NRB recommends that:

.

.

the Employment Equality Act (1977) be revised and extended to cover
people w i t h disabilities, as promised in t h e Programme for a
Partnership Government and the Programme for Competitiveness and
Work
at each step of the employment process - recruitment advertising,
selection interviewing, provision of working c o n d i t i o n s a n d
opportunities for further training and promotion - it should be unlawful
for a n employer, by act o r omission t o cause a p e r s o n t o b e
disadvantaged because of having a disability. Employers should also
have a legal responsibility demonstrably to take all reasonable steps to
facilitate a person with a disability in respect of the above issues.
Legislation should state what would b e acceptable as proof of
reasonable steps, with corresponding sanctions for failure to adopt
such measures
the 3%quota in the public service should be enshrined in legislation,
monitored and enforced with appropriate sanctions. Monitoring
systems should be designed to give information on the positions and
wades of people with disabilities employed in the public sector, with a
view to putting in place structures to ensure that such employees do
not remain clustered in lower grades
a similar quota should be introduced in the private sector, enshrined in
legislation, monitored and enforced with appropriate sanctions
in any job selection process, only medical tests which are essential to
the tasks involved in the job should be applied

.

health, safety and welfare legislation (see page 13) and insurance
provisions (see financial services section, page 56) should b e
monitored to ensure that they are not used as mechanisms for
excluding people with disabilities
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Employment

the Employment Service targetted at long-term unemployed people, as
advocated by NESF (Report 4, 1994) should, if introduced, be made
available to pevple with disabilities, including the provision of:
personal and practical support
information on job vacancies and training opportunities
advocacy and active job placement
expert knowledge of the labour market
and should be demand-driven, i.e. responding to the requirements of
unemployed people, rather than the availability of existing schemes
all workers in the proposed Employment Service should receive
disability equality training and be competent in working with people
with disabilities. Every effort should be made to recruit people with
disabilities to work in the Service
such specialised services aimed specifically at people with disabilities
as might be provided by the Employment Service should be accessed
via mainstream routes and in mainstream settings
people with disabilities should have access to both mainstream and
specialised enterprise development and self-employment courses, with
access courses to these being provided where necessary
centres for the unemployed should promote their openness to the full
participation of people with disabilities
a prestigious national award scheme for employers instituting best
practice in the employment of people with disabilities should b e
considered
following a successful UK pilot programme, a disability leave scheme,
enabling workers t o retain t h e i r jobs d u r i n g periods of e.g.
hospitalisation, temporary relapse or retraining, should be piloted,
monitored and evaluated
the eligibility of people with disabilities to benefit from mainstream
employment support programmes and employment schemes aimed at
the long-term unemployed should be built in from the start
all barriers currently operating in the benefits system which inhibit
people with disabilities from taking u p employment should b e
removed, equalising disabled people's right to take up casual and
temporary job opportunities
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Employment

consideration should be given to dropping the use of the term
"sheltered" altogether
organisations providing training or work aimed specifically at people
with disabilities should do so in such a way as to avoid confusion
between the role of "trainee" and "worker"
such organisations should:
pay the going rate for t h e kind of work offered, using
employment support payments to make up any deficits in a
disabled worker's productivity, rather than using DPMA with
top-up payments
provide for the participation of people with disabilities in
decision-making on policy and practice
the social firm concept should be continued and developed, with
sufficient lead-in and set-up timescales and funding
all business enterprises receiving any state funding, regardless of their
charitable status, should be required to publish annual audited
accounts to allow the State to monitor its investment.
The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
-28).
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Equal Status A Blueprint (or Action

.
.

.

development and coverage of allowances: the development of
allowances and benefits has been ad hoc. The current system of
benefits results, for example, in people with severe disabilities which
restrict their independence and mobility receiving less in allowances
than mobile, independent people with other disability types. Some
people fall through the net, being ineligible for state support and not
having private health insurance
social insurance applies only to people in employment: people who
acquire a disability in the course of employment receive significantly
higher allowances than people who have been disabled from birth or
who became disabled while not in insured employment e.g. women
working in the home
compensation based on the tort system: existing compensation for
disability acquired as a result of an accident or occupational hazard is
granted under the tort system, which requires that somebody be
considered at fault for the disability. If nobody can be demonstrated
to be at fault, no compensation can be obtained.

The end result, for many of the people with disabilities surveyed, was abject
poverty:
overall, two thirds of the participants did not have enough money to
cover their costs
some (30%) managed by borrowing to meet everyday costs, and most
(63%) borrowed to meet once-off costs
over a fifth of the participants (23%) said that they were always in
debt and a third (33.3%)were sometimes in debt
almost half of the participants (46.7%) described their standard of
living as poor or very poor.
In addition, the complexities of the system lend themselves to opacity and a
dearth of clear information. Differing eligibility criteria and payments
arrangements result in claimants being involved in multiple sets of
negotiations. The discretionary nature of many allowances and the
frequently reported lack of adequate explanation for the refusal of
allowances mean that many people with disabilities feel they are relying on
the subjective judgements of others for their financial well-being.

General strategies to equalise status in income
support
Piecemeal change in the system has been shown to be inadequate and has
in some ways contributed to the current inequitable situation.
What this submission advocates is a fundamental review and reorganisation
-

-
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However, some costs are not calculable or compensated financially. In 1987
the Australian Office of Disal~ility,in collaboration with disabled people and
their advocates, identified these as:
9
lack of privacy and independence
lack of access to buildings and public transport
9
lack of educational, training, employment and recreational
opportunities
9
lack of information
9
emotional costs - fighting prejudice, frustration, effort required to be
taken seriously, health worries, fear and insecurity
9
costs in terms of family relationships, e.g. the emotional cost of family
separation where a disabled child or adult is in residential care
cost in terms of social relationships - loss of community participation,
disruption of social networks, isolation and prejudice, loss of social
opportunities.

.

These non-financial costs will be mitigated by the implementation of
strategies detailed elsewhere in this submission.

NRB recommends that:
the research, implementation via legislation, enforcement, monitoring
and evaluation of the above strategies be addressed

.

.

allowances paid to carers should be disentangled from those paid to
people with disabilities, in order to facilitate the development,
implementation via legislation, enforcement and monitoring of policy
and practice which supports carers without reinforcing the
dependency of people with disabilities o r impacting on their
independent Living
all people with disabilities, including older people and those with
learning disabilities and/or mental health difficulties, should be
enabled to maintain control over their own money to the greatest
extent possible, backed up by an independent system of citizens'
advocacy where necessary (see page 20). Where payments are made
to a third party, claimants themselves should be enabled to choose
whether the allowance is paid to a family member, a personal friend or
a professional and there should be a statutory responsibility to ensure
that the client is not exploited.
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Income Support, Benefits and Entitlements

as promised in the Programme for Competitiveness and Work, the
social welfare system, including those elements delivered through the
Department of Health, should be examined to ensure that obstacles to
the entry and re-entry of claimants into education, training and gainful
employment are removed
claimants of disability-related benefits administered by the Department
of Social Welfare should retain their benefit entitlement if they opt for
education or segregated training. At present they are entitled to no
disability-relatedsocial welfare or health benefit, including KMA
the recommendations of the report on social welfare sickness benefit
claims and appeals cited above should be implemented in order to
simplify the system, make it fairer and ensure the access to full
information of both claimants and decision-makers
the complex and discretionary system of supplementary welfare
allowances should be clarified and made more transparent.
Community welfare officers administering the system should receive
specific training to support them in dealing with disabled claimants
free travel passes allocated to recipients of disability-related benefits
should include a companion pass, where required
all income support measures and associated rules and regulations
should be reviewed in terms of their impact on single and married
women with disabilities and then equalised to the highest standard,
ensuring that women receive benefits as individuals. Income support
should be paid in their own right to married or cohabiting women
working in the home at the time of disability onset.

DPMA as it applies to people with disabilities in training is considered
elsewhere in this submission (see page 40).
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repayment of costs arising from the purchase of "medical and surgical
;cppli;tnces" (technical :lids and equipment), included in the legislation
but never cnacted, should be clarified and addressed (see also page 7 5 )
the Drug Cost Subsidisation Scheme should be promoted and extended
as a more customer-focussed alternative to the Drugs Refund Scheme
for regular claimants

.

the Long Term Illness Card scheme should be reviewed in order to
provide drugs, medication and technical aids and equipment to all
people with disabilities free of charge, irrespective of disabiiity type,
income, employment status, gender or age and to extend entitlement
to people with mental illness over the age of sixteen
the Long Term Illness Card and medical card schemes should b e
monitored by an independent body to ensure that items and services
are not disallowed for entitlement because of cuts caused by cashflow
problems in Health Boards.

The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
Gcneral Strategies to Equalise the Status of I'eople with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Financial services

\<Itin

insurance companies should not refuse to quote for car insurance for
drivers with disabilities and should examine their loadings in the light
of accurate. up-to-date information (at present, for example, it is
uncierstood that the largest motor insurance company in Ireland is
loading disahled drivers' car insurance bv 20.30%)
the rule hv which medical insurance companies disallow members
from chiming for expenses which arise from their disabilities for a set
period (generally five years for in-patient services and six months for
out-ptient services) should cease
exclusion clauses in hospital cash plans and other insurance schemes
which effectively debar people with disabilities from ever claiming for
practically anything, s h o u l d b e eliminated o n t h e g r o u n d s of
discrimination

.
.

the subjective and discretionary procedures used to determine the
eligibility of people with disabilities for local authority loans should be
replaced with standardised, transparent criteria and promoted to
people with disabilities
t h e practice of excluding p e o p l e w i t h disabilities from places
otherwise open to the public should be stopped. Public liability and
fire insurance d o not mention people with disabilities as such, so
exclusions made on this basis are discriminatory interpretations of the
management procedures required to comply with regulations
insurance and banking organisations should agree a clear mechanism
for t h e investigation of complaints from people with disabilities
through their respective Ombudsman services and supported by an
advisory group which includes people with disabilities. This should
not affect disabled people's right to take court action through any
forthcoming anti-discrimination legislation (see page 23)
well as disability equality training, specific training in disability
issues should be provided to actuaries and underwriters, along with
frontline staff and decision-makers in the financial sector.
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~ ~ :sec~ion
II~~IIs
stio~ildhe re:~din conjunction with the
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(Gene~.:~l
St~-:~tegic,s
to tcl~i:~lise
tlic Status o f I'eople \\it11 Disabilities (pages 7
1s).
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Irgislation SIIOLIICI be introduced. enforced :ind monitored to ensure
ic
including tmis. becomes ;~ccessibleto all
that :111 p ~ i l ~ l tr;ulsport.
dis;thled people in ;I given enforced timescale
as rlsewhere in Europe. specially-designated exchequer funding should
he made nwilable to ensure that this comes about, and total f~inding
should be made conditional o n targets being met (see section o n
f~~nding.
page 2 2 )

Tmi Card system. whereby people with disabilities have the right to
a set number of taxi journeys in a given period at a cheap rate, should
b e investigated with a view t o t h e possibility of ictroducing it
throughout the country
;I

.

.

adapted hire cars with hand controls should become available
throughout the country
the very welcome Transport Iinprovements Scheme, funded by the
Department of Health, which provides lifts for buses o w n e d by
voluntary organisations should be extended to facilitate the purchase
of new vehicles.

The recommenciations in this section should be re:id in conjunction with the
o f I'eople with Ilisal~ilities(pages 7
Genei-:~lStr~ttegiesto I'clualise ~ h tSr:irus
.
- 28).
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imr \ < t i o n

Existing housing
I'eoplc \\it11 clisr~hilities\\ ho rvcjuise :icl;~pt:~tions
to their I~oniesto cnalde
theni to function indepencivntlv can appl! to their locr~lr~ritliorit!- fol- :I grant.
thl-ough the 1)is;tl)leil I'ersollh' I louhing Grmt Scheme. of LIPto &8000or t n v
tliircls of the cost of :tcl:~ptation.\vIlicliever is the lower. The local authority
pavs the full cosi it' the person with :I dis:thility lives in puhlic housing.
7'lic.re are m:ln! inequities in the current system. including levels o f p:cymcnt.
c l r l a p I;~ckof st:t~id:~~-disatio~i
etc. Half of the participants in the Costs of
1)isal)ilit)- surrey (see p:~getS) tlescril~edadrtptations to their homes which
w)ulcl nwke life easier f o r then1 but ' 5 % o f these people could not raise the
money to make these :iil:~pt:~tions.Some 30°..i~had c:lrried out ;cdaprations to
their homes. In most cases. t l i q finrinccd the adaptations themselves.

NRB recommends that:
the Disabled Persons Housing Grant scheme be overl~auledto ensure
that
standards, procedures, levels of grant, supports and regulations,
including assessment procedures and speed of response, are
equalised t o the best available practice, as determined in
collaboration with people with disabilities
the full costs of adaptation, including architects' fees and other
professional charges, are covered
heating and through-floor lifts become eligible for grant aid
the delays caused by waiting for tax-clearance certificates from
suppliers and builders are eliminated
t h e right of p e o p l e w i t h disabilities t o f u r t h e r housing
adaptations caused by changing circumstances is copperfastened
in the absence of 100%grants, clear entitlement to borrow from
local authorities (as for House Improvement Loans) should he
established and 100% funding provided in circun~stancesof
particular hardship
all criteria, regulations, procedures etc are made transparent
and are c o m m u n i c a t e d clearly and a p p r o p r i a t e l y t o all
;~pplicants
the eligibility of people with sensory impairments and serious
mental health difficulties to apply for the scheme is clarified and
standardised throughout the country
wherc the experience of disability results in disabled people having to
move from unaclaptahlc h o u s i n g . o f t e n t o m o r e e x p e n s i v e
accomrnod:trion, grant aid shoulcl be provided, possibly tl~roughan
extension of the 1)isahled Persons Housing <;rant Scheme, to cover the
extra costs incurred.
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Voluntaly housing associations

NRB recommends that:
Capital Assistance funding to voluntary housing associations should be
increased, with specifically-designated grants being made available to
offset any extra costs involved in providing accessible or adaptable
accommodation
approved voluntary housing associations should also be able to quallfy
for grants for the conversion and/or adaptation of existing houses
where the payment of Capitd Funding assistance under any other
Scheme is not involved, or where Capital Assistance has not been paid
within the previous five years
people with disabilities should be supported to develop their own
voluntary housing associations.
'T'lie recornmenclations in this section should 1)c rexi in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalisc the Status o f People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Residential and institutional care

ttmi

s e n s e of parricip;ttic~n.there is n o s e n s e of involvement" (,Wciking
C01r11ectio1r.s.
NRB. CS\X). \Yhilc, residents' committees are becoming more
particularly outside smaller centres
conin~onthey arc I,\. n o means ~~nivers:tl,
or those catering for peoplc with physical tlisal,ilities only.
Central to the delxctc about cpnlity- of provision must be the undersranding
that resitlenti:~land institutional care settings are disabled people's holues
and the Icwl o f support and assistance they require does not mitigate this
funclamen'il hct. T'hr exercise o f rights, policies and practices must stem
from this ~tnderstantlingif people ~vithclisabilities living in instit~ltionaland
resitlenti:il care are to achieve a desir:~blequality of life.
4

NRB recommends that:

.

resources allocated to residential and institutional care should b e
targetted in such a way as to replace large-scale institutions with
smaller-scale o p t i o n s , including adult f o s t e r c a r e , s u p p o r t e d
independent living units, sheltered housing, minimally-supervised and
high s u p p o r t hostels and group homes, small-scale "retirement
villages" and small residential centres. These options should be
available throughout the country. All residential and institutional care
options should be sited in local communities and centres of population
to maximise potential for integration and community involvement
increasingly, as new options become available, residential care options
should be offered as that, affording the maximum level of choice to
potential residents and enabling existing residents to change their
living arrangements
older disabled people living in institutions and residential care should
not b e excluded from opportunities to restart life in t h e o p e n
community simply on the grounds that it is too late to endeavour this
"at their age"
equally, people with disabilities should have protection from removal
out of an institution on grounds of administrative necessity or financial
retrenchment. if this is against their will o r if adequate care and
support outsitlc are not available
disabled p e o p l e w h o s e housing has b e e n linked t o s h e l t e r e d
urork/employment should not on retirement be required to leave that
housing until there is alternativt: accomn~odationoffered which meets
their prcferencc as far as is practicable

;I st~tclyon the ;tppn)pri:treness of resiclenti;il placc~i~ents
should be
c:~rrieclout ;14 soon ;IS possible

survey o f the vie\\-s o f those li\.ing in residential and institutional
settings should be concluctd
\vcll 21s tlis:~bilityc q ~ t : ~ l i ttr;tining,
y
staff i n residential and
institution:tl care settings sho~~lcl
receive specific training on working
with dis;~hleclpeople. Job titles such as "lio~tscsupervisor" and "head
of c ; ~ r e "slio~~lcl
give w:ty to staffing structures which reflect the
domestic nature o f resitlenti;tl cart
:IS

existing 1egisl;ltiono n nursing homes might he reviewed to consider its
1x)ssihle broader application.

in this section sliould be read in conjunction with the
The i-eco~nrnc~iitl:~tiot~s
Gcneral Sti-:uegic.s l o Equ:~lisethe St:ttus o f I'e~qdewith Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Health and personal support sewices

Essentially, disability is a health issue, but not exclusively so. As advocated
else~vherein this subn~ission,many issues concerning people with
disabilities should be mainstreamed. At thc same time, service delivery
within the health sector should become increasingly focussed on meeting the
requirements of disabled people as customers. In this context the recent
Department of Health strategy docun~ent,Shaping a healthier future, has
much to offer.

General strategies to equalise status in health and
personal support services
Focussing on disabled people as customers central to the provision of health
and personal support services will serve to improve significantly the current
dynamic and relieve the tension in the system which exists between people
with disabilities, carers and society at large. Many services ostensibly aimed at
people with disabilities are traditionally constructed as being methods of "giving
carers a break", which reduces acceptability by denying the humanity of both
disabled people 'and those who live with them, ignoring the dynamic and
collaborative nature of all human relationships. The "burden of care" felt so
acutely by many carers and people with disabilities, causing tension and
difficulty in otherwise healthy personal relationships, can be mitigated to a large
extent by the provision of coherent community-based health and personal
support services aimed appropriately at disabled people and/or carers.
For example, users of personal assistance services (see below) no longer
have to rely on family members to assist them in personal care, mobility etc.
This has the effect of normalising family and personal relationships to the
level generally enjoyed by non-disabled people. It also changes the dynamic
with respect to the demand for services such as respite care, since intense
dependency is reduced and responsibilities shared. The need for emergency
services reduces because planning is facilitated and crises can be averted.
People with disabilities, including older people, and those living with them
are afforded the opportunity to live the lives of their choice.
Customer focus on people with disabilities in health and personal support
services involves such elements as:
consultation at all stages of planning and execution of services,
including involvement in all case conferences concerning them and
the support of advocates where appropriate
real options and choiccs, constructed in such a way as to enhance the
independence and dignity of service users and those who live with
them
flexibility. taking account of the changing nature of disabled people's
needs, relationships, life states, desires and requirements, irrespective
of the progressive or static nature of any given disability

.
.
.
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Health and personal support services

a comprehensive programme of capital funding should be
implemented to make all hospitals, health centres, clinics and
surgeries, their transport and the services and information they
provide, accessible to all people with disabilities. Among the services
which should, as a matter of priority, be made fully accessible to
people with disabilities are screening, vaccination and maternity
services and alcohol and drug abuse programmes. The service needs
of people with mental health difficulties and other disabilities who are
homeless should receive particular attention
disabled people's primary disability should not be used as a reason for
refusing or delaying treatment indefinitely, whether or not the
treatment is related to the primary disability. Decisions concerning
older people should be guided by the recognition of the positive
relationship between independence and health and of the danger of
underestimating the potential of older disabled people
particular professional training should focus on the prevention and
aggravation of disability among older people, and on the diagnosis of
conditions, such as depression, which are difficult to recognise in old age
active medical and functional rehabilitation should be made available
to elderly disabled people, whatever their disability, on the same terms
as they are provided for younger people with disabilities. The notion
that rehabilitation is not appropriate to certain disabilities, or to
disabilities newly incurred in old age, should be discarded
people with disabilities should be fully informed about how treatment
might impact on their disability, likelihood of outcome, experimental
nature of treatment etc, including being told when these factors are
unknown
people with disabilities should be given the right to refuse to
participate in teaching, research, clinical trials and experimental
treatment
formal guidelines for the disclosing of the fact of a disability should be
developed in collaboration with people with disabilities. For example,
nobody should overhear their diagnosis before it is formally revealed,
nobody should be alone during or after hearing the news, unless that is
their expressed wish, and information should be repeated and
elaborated as many times as it is requested. Health service staff should
receive particular training and support in this area. Information in
accessible formats on relevant support services should be supplied to
newly diagnosed people and those who live with them
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Some voluntary organisations have developed successful home care
assistance and home support schemes which provide a more flexible
approach to meeting the daily requirements of people with disabilities.
Home care attendants usually receive training, attend to the personal needs
of people with disabilities and may he available during anti-social hours and
at short notice at times of particular stress. However, they are not available
throughout the country, they may be limited to the membership or customers
of particular organisations and the schemes are frequently reliant on shortterm f~lndingand/or temporary employment schemes.
Both services can be essential in maintaining the independence of people
with disabilities.
NRB recommends that:

.
.

.

the present home help service be extended to provide a more
comprehensive service, including assistance with personal care where
required, and delivered to all people with disabilities who require it,
irrespective of who else is living with the disabled person. Realistic
rates of pay based on the responsibilities and skills involved should be
offered and training given
service delivery should not be predicated on the ages of children living
at home. Under no circumstances should children be required to act as
care assistants
a specific sum should be allocated by Health Boards for more intensive
work with people with disabilities at times of particular need or crisis,
along the lines of the Homemaker service run by the Eastern Health
Board.

Personal assistants
This recent development, pioneered by the Centre for Independent Living,
involves the employment of personal assistants for a set number of hours per
week by people with significant physical disabilities. This service benefits
people with disabilities who want to live independently, pursue a career or
education but cannot do so without a high level of support.
The relationship between the person with the disability and the PA is one of
ernployer/employee. The I'A is chosen by the disabled person and works
exclusively for hidher employer who determines the level, type and timing
o f assistance required. The system enables the development of selfcletcrmination for people with disabilities and facilitates them to join in the
activities o f their choice.
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Technical Aids and Equipment
For many people with disabilities technical aids and equipment, whether as
low-tech as grab-rails or as high-tech as environmental control systems, make
all the difference between dependence and independence in their daily lives.
The Health Act (1970) mandates health hoards to provide medical card
holders with "medical and surgical appliances", which theoretically means
that they must be supplied with whatever they require in this area free of
charge. The same Act allows for the refund of part of the cost of medical and
surgical appliances to people who do not have medical cards through what
is known as the Drugs Refund Scheme (see also page 541, but this part of the
legislation has never been enacted. Another section of the Act enables health
boards to supply medical and surgical appliances free of charge to holders of
the Long Term Illness Card (see also page 55).
There are many shortcomings in the system, all of which result in people
with disabilities having to spend large sums of money or do without the
technical aids and equipment that would make their lives easier. These
include:
"medical and surgical appliances" are not defined in the legislation.
The terminology is restrictive and outmoded. The term "medical and
surgical appliances" fails to reflect the extensive range of new
technology and assistive devices that is now available, particularly in
the areas of personal care, mobility, lifting, communication and
information technology. Narrow interpretation of the existing term
may be used by health boards which are undergoing periods of
financial restraint as a justification for refusal to supply certain items
the lack of definition leads to varying interpretation throughout the
country, with lack of standardisation being reflected in inequitable
provision to people with disabilities
lack of adequate resourcing means that more expensive basic
equipment, such as electric wheelchairs, may not be supplied, or
delays and waiting lists may be operated. Items may or may not be
available without explanation
the discretionary nature of provision under the Long-Term Illness
Card scheme gives rise to many inadequacies and inequities in terms
of provision to people living in different parts of the country
there is a lack of resources for the repair of equipment, leading to
delays which impact heavily on the people with disabilities who rely
for their independence on such items as wheelchairs and
communication aids k i n g in working order
assessment procedures vary from area to area and are particularly
problematic where there is no community-based occupational
therapy service
since there are no standard procedures for the inclusion of technical
aids on health boards' product lists, nor standard procedures for
updating, i t can lx very hard for people with disabilities on low
incomes to access new products. In reality, availability and choice for
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Day Activity Centres
For disahled people whose specific disability prevents them from working or
availing o f education or training opportunities (e.g. people with acute mental
health difficulties, people with head injuries etc) and for those who do not
wish to access these opportunities (e.g. some older people with disabilities)
day activity centres may provide social and occupational variety and a
stepping-stone towards independence and inclusion. Conversely, the lack of
day activity centres can condemn people with disabilities to a life of
inactivity, isolation and under-achievement.
However, day activity centres are unevenly distributed throughout the
country and access to the service for some people with disabilities, especially
those with dementia, acute mental health difficulties and challenging
behaviour, can be both limited and problematic. The development of day
activity centres is often limited by reliance on shofi-term public funding and
precarious fund-raising income. Lack of transport restricts catchment areas
and numbers attending. Staffing may rely on the availability of FAS and other
temporary work schemes. Service users who would prefer a longer time
commitment may be restricted to attending on only one or two days a week.

NRB recommends that:

.
.
.

the provision of day activity centres throughout the country be
reviewed, with the intention of providing an equitable and adequate
service for all people with disabilities who request it. It should remain
independent of day hospital and training provision, particularly for
people with mental health difficulties
people with disabilities who attend day activity centres should be
encouraged to become involved in running them. Training in selfadvocacy skills, social and political education, personal development
and sexuality and relationships education should be offered
links should be developed between day activity centres and local
leisure facilities and community activities, in order to facilitate the
maximum level of active participation and inclusion by people with
disabilities using the centres
involvement in day activity centres should stem from requests from
people with disabilities to join.

The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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anomalies and inconsistencies concerning insurance should be tackled
at the highest level (see financial services section, page 56)
lottery funding for sports and leisure facilities should be made
contingent on access and openness to people with disabilities
local authorities and other leisure planners and managers should
include the specific requirements of older people with disabilities in
their strategies and plans
education in leisure activities and development should be included in
all curricula in education, whether formal or informal, and training
aimed at people with disabilities
strong links should be developed between segregated clubs, training
courses etc. and mainstream leisure groups of all types
since research shows that boys and men are more likely to be
encouraged to take risks and to be involved in outside activities,
particular attention should be paid to ensuring that girls and women
with disabilities are facilitated in leisure activities
pilot schemes introducing the Canadian concept of "leisure buddying",
whereby a person with a disability can link up with another person,
disabled or nondisabled, who shares their leisure interest, in order to
develop or try out the activity with support, should be evaluated
the Building Regulations Technical Guidance Manual on accessibility
should be amended to put equal emphasis o n accessibility for
participants in sports stadia etc. as on spectators
national, regional and local sporting and youth work organisations
should incorporate the topic of leisure and involving people with
disabilities into their training programmes for administrators, coaches,
youth workers, community and outreach workers, officers etc
coverage by the media of sports and leisure events involving people
with disabilities should be undertaken by relevant journalists, rather
than by health correspondents (see media section, page 87)
retirement planning courses should be made available to people with
disabilities who are due for retirement from sheltered
work/employment
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Arts, culture and the media
N:B
The social perception of art and culture is undergoing significant change at
present. Issues regarding popular participation, freedom of expression and
economic control have profound implications, not least for the involvement
(and perception) of people with disabilities. While disabled people have
always been involved in the arts in Ireland (Carolan and Joyce, for example),
this aspect of their experience has traditionally been minimised or hidden.
Now a new generation of artists has emerged whose work is informed
directly by their experience (e.g. Mary Duffy, Corban Walker), as well as
evidence of increasing interest from the growing community arts sector in
involving people with disabilities. The right of people with disabilities to
find their own voice is the foundation for policy on their involvement in the
cultural life of the nation in general and within the arts in particular.
Meanwhile, in recent years there has been growing recognition of the fact
that arts and culture are no longer the realm solely of wealthy dilettantes but
also offer real job opportunities, whether as creative, administrative,
technical or support staff. According to recent figures there are 60,000 fulltime equivalent jobs in the "cultural industries". The music business alone
generated 620.2m in 1992 and the audio-visual sector is growing by 15% per
annum. This growth provides opportunities for people with disabilities in
terms of both creative contributions and financial benefit.
Against this welcome expansion in creative opportunities must be set the
long-standing stereotyping and negative imagery associated with disability
and human difference. The media and the arts have often powerfully
reinforced images of the marginalisation, dependence and hopelessness of
people with disabilities. The right, therefore, to participate in cultural
activities must go hand-in-hand with a challenge to negative portrayals from
people with disabilities themselves, particularly of the pejorative images
frequently used for fund-raising purposes which serve to emphasise
dependency and exclusion.
To date much discussion of disability and the arts has been considered
primarily in the context of art therapy. While the arts undoubtedly have
therapeutic value for everybody, a clear distinction must be made between
therapeutic techniques and the creative process per se. The right to
expression includes the right t o recognition. A solely therapeutic focus tends
to rninimise the full recognition of the work of art as a product of individual
creative expression and locates creativity and ownership in the (usually nondisabled) therapist or therapeutic process. Organisations providing services
specifically aimed at people with disabilities have tended to see the arts in
therapeutic terms, as the province of the gifted or ;IS an expendable and
undervalued leisure pastime. To date there has been more interest in
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representation are crucial to the development of the process of participation,
leading to a fruitful interface between the arts and people with disabilities,
whether as practitioners and/or consumers. Access means not just ramps but
also, among other things, signed performances, equal opportunities policies,
ticket price concessions, colour contrast, audio description, clear information
and signage, disability equality training, especially for front-of-house staff,
traineeships, outreach work and, above all, imagination.

Expression
All people have the capacity for creative expression and the right to free
expression is crucial to finding one's own voice. To speak, to create without
fear of ridicule or neglect, to assert one's own voice are all central to the
creative process. Environments must be created in which the creative voice
can be facilitated and heard. The design and provision of options,
techniques and new technologies have much to contribute to this facilitative
process (e.g. the Drake Project which uses advanced technology to enable
people with significant physical disabilities to compose and perform music).
Access to creative writing and other formal and informal arts courses is
important in developing confidence in self-expression.

Control
Throughout the arts a major issue is the control of the artistic product after
its creation. The writer surrenders the book to the publisher, the playwright
to the director and the painter to the gallery manager. People with
disabilities are often particularly vulnerable in this regard. There are
examples of works of art being accredited to an institution rather than to the
individuals who created them. Asserting ownership is part of the process of
self-empowerment.

Impact
Marginalising and excluding policies and practices in the arts, along with
stereotypical imagery and the invisibility of "real" people with disabilities,
have a profound impact not only on disabled people themselves but also on
the non-disabled population, which absorbs a therefore unreal world from
the media and a distorted symbolic language from the arts and culture
generally. Examples include people with disabilities being portrayed:
in paintings, as cl~aractersin plays and films etc, as simplified symbols
of, for example, lack, loss, innocence or evil rather than as complex,
"real" people
in newspaper reports, fundraising campaigns etc, as passive recipients
rather than as significant actors in their own destinies.
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pricing policies in theatres, concert halls etc should be amended to
offer tickets in accessible parts of venues at the cheapest price in the
house to e.g. wheelchair-users. The widest possible choice of seating
location should be offered
as well as disability equality training, disability studies should be
included on the curricula of all arts and media training courses, e.g. arts
administration, film production, literature, fine arts, journalism, PR etc
the concept of "leisure buddying" should be introduced to enable
people with disabilities to attend e.g. evening classes ir. creative
subjects (see also page 79)

.

.
.
.

pilot schemes introducing the concept of "arts escorts", whereby
people with disabilities who need assistance or company to attend
performances can arrange for someone to go with them, should be
introduced and evaluated in contrasting locations and contexts ( e g
organised by venues, by local authority arts officers, by festival
committees) with a view to developing the system throughout the
country, as in the Artslink system (UK)
work created by artists with disabilities should be credited to them and
not to the institutions they may attend
organisations providing services specifically aimed at people with
disabilities should find ways of increasing the involvement of arts and
cultural dimensions in their work, by, for example, encouraging the
emergence of cultural expression specific to disabled people
through anti-discrimination legislation or other means, it should
become an offence to exclude people from artistic or cultural activities
because of their disabilities or because supports or access are not
provided.
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Culture
NRB recommends that:

.

.
.

general disability awareness campaigns aimed at increasing public
awareness about disability issues and the need for the inclusion of people
with disabilities in all aspects of Ireland's cultural life, should be
developed, implemented and monitored at both national and local levels,
involving extensive and creative use of the media and community
resources. Approaches should be developed by a campaign team,
comprising people with disabilities, media, PR and advertising experts
and health promotion specialists. The campaign should use a
multiplicity of approaches and include imagery of all aspects of Irish life,
including popular culture such as GAA, pubs, nightclubs, rock concerts
etc. The campaign should take a long-term view combined with an
incremental strategy (as in, for example, the drinkdriving campaign) and
be resourced appropriately (minimum five years)
an oral history project with people with disabilities should be
instituted by a relevant body such as the Folklore Commission or the
Department of Folklore at UCD, partly with a view to radio/TV
programming, as in the recent series on Channel Four (UK, 1993)
resources allocated to the celebration of specific cultures in Ireland
(e.g. Travellers, Irish speakers) should be extended to cover and
encourage the celebration of disability cultures.

Media
At the end of the twentieth century, the pervasive power of the media to
influence opinions and perceptions cannot be over-estimated.

+
NRB recommends that:

.

the disabling impact of inappropriate language and imagery should be
ended by the introduction, enforcement and monitoring of a stylebook
on disability issues throughout the media, with the approval and
explicit support of journalists, subeditors, editors, producers etc and
their representative bodies
a media watchdog body should be established and resourced to
examine and monitor all media and be empowered to take appropriate
action

.

disability studies should form part of PR training courses

-
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Justice
Disability issues as they relate to justice and the legal system in Ireland are
invisible, unresearched and unrecorded. For example, n o statistical
information is available from the Department of Justice regarding offenders
or prisoners with disabilities, the incidence of mental health difficulties
caused or enhanced by imprisonment or the incidence of crime committed
against disabled people. The Department of Justice's recently-published Five
Year Plan on the Management of Offenders does not refer to people with
disabilities.
At the same time, research from the US, UK, Canada and elsewhere, points
to the vulnerability of people with disabilities to street crime and sexual and
physical abuse. Harassment (in the workplace and at home), verbal abuse
and neglect often go unreported.

Disability also impacts strongly on the less dramatic area of family law. For
example, where a marriage partner becomes significantly disabled there is a
very high risk of marital breakdown, which in turn leads to many other
difficulties involving maintenance payments, custody etc.
Some of these circumstances can only be mitigated effectively by changes in
self-esteem and culture, the removal of stigma and other general shifts in the
attitudes prevailing in society. Others will be addressed by antidiscrimination legislation. However, specific actions are required in several
areas.

+

NRB recommends that:

the Department of Justice should review and research the interface
between people with disabilities and the judicial system, including
consideration of:
the vulnerability of people with disabilities as victims of crime
and how this can be addressed
the vulnerability of people with disabilities as perpetrators of
crime and how this can be addressed
issues relating to people with disabilities as witnesses and jurors
the need for pre-trial court familiarisation and in-trial personal
advocacy so that people with disabilities can understand and
follow court proceedings
in the case of people with learning disabilities, the recognition
of the difference between chronological age and that
determined by psychometric testing, with its implications for
admissions of guilt, ability to withstand questioning and
capability of pleading
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Religion
Religion plays an important role in the lives of the majority of Irish people,
including people with disabilities. Yet at present religious practice is not
always welcoming or respectful of people with disabilities. Places of
worship are frequently inaccessible, services may be conducted in ways
which exclude or marginalise people with disabilities, information is not
generally provided in accessible formats, clergy are largely ill-informed on
disability issues, and rituals and parish work may exclude or marginalise
disabled people. As religion forms an integral part of the culture within Irish
society and in the building of local communities, people with disabilities are
in effect often segregated and excluded from active participation within their
locality, contributing further to their social isolation.

+
NRB recommends that:

.
.

.
.

religious authorities should eliminate all practices that discriminate
against people with disabilities
disability equality training should play a key role in the formation and
on-going training of all religious personnel
religious personnel, especially those working at local level, should
develop religious and community practice which is inclusive of people
with disabilities, encouraging their active participation and ending
their marginalisation as objects of charity
disability awareness should become part of the core curriculum in
religious education programmes.

The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Society has many laws and conventions restricting and defining "proper"
sexual relations, marriage and so on. The application of differential rules to
their sexual lives has major implications for people with disabilities.
The constraints imposed by society make people with disabilities sexually
vulnerable and all too easily at risk from abuse and exploitation. Yet this in
itself can lead to further marginalisation, rejection and exclusion through
well-meaning protection measures. What is needed is to break the cycle by
supporting the right of people with disabilities to own and express their
sexuality in their own way, subject to the laws of the country, including
through a homosexual or lesbian orientation, with or without a partner.

+
NRB recommends that:
mainstream services relating to sexual relationships should be made
easily accessible for people with disabilities. Relationship and
psychosexual counselling and treatment services, pre-marriage
services, the provision of sexual aids, STD clinics, Rape Crisis Centres,
family planning, well woman centres and refuges, among others,
should be made more accessible to people with disabilities in terms of
their services and information. Peer counselling and support should
form an integral part of this provision
people with disabilities living in residential and institutional settings
should not be denied the opportunity to become involved in close or
sexual partnerships or to express their sexuality

.

inappropriate intervention in the personal lives of people with
disabilities should stop. Too frequently, in specialised services
expression of sexuality and marriage for people with disabilities is seen
as a prize to be earned or the province only of those who can be
"independent", rather than an expression of personhood
support systems, aimed at assisting people with disabilities in
relationships and marriages, should be developed. Since these can be
meaningless unless service personnel internalise positive attitudes
towards such measures, training is of paramount importance, along
with the involvement of disabled role-models and peer supporters

.

sexuality and relationships education for young people should become
available to all young people, regardless of where they are being
educated or trained, and should show equality in relationships of both
disabled and non-disabled people, both male and female (see page 33)
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genetic counselling should be made freely available throughout the
country. Prospective and actual parents of children with disabilities
should be afforded the opportunity to meet people with disabilities
and their families to receive a rounded view of what the experience of
disability might be like
given the sensitivities involved, both sides in the abortion debate
should refrain from using the matter of whether or not a foetus has a
disability as a circumstance in rationalising either the pro- or antiabortion argument. The attitudes of both sides to disability issues
frequently offend disabled people
research into the field of human genome analysis as it impacts on
people with disabilities should be conducted to ensure that emerging
reproductive technologies do not lead to new ways of devaluing,
stigmatising and disempowering people with disabilities, including by
over-emphasising the desirability of "perfect" babies.

The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Conclusion
NRB acknowledges that many of the recommendations made in this
submission could have imporrant implications for non-governmental and
governmental organisations, including NRB itself. While we have attempted
in this submission to put the interests of people with disabilities first, it would
be essential at the appropriate time to give serious consideration to the
possible effects of implementing the submission's recommendations.
Through its mission statement, quoted at the beginning of the submission,
through its published Strategic Plan 1992-94, and particularly through its
actions during the last few years, it should be clear that NRB has already
moved its orientation, within the constraints of its 1967 Establishment Order,
in the general direction outlined in this submission.
Legislative change would be required to enable NRB to take the kind of
substantive steps which our recommendations call for. NRB looks forward to
having that opportunity.
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.
.

.
.

.

programmes aimed at preventing abuse and presented to people with
disabilities must be geared directly to their experience e.g. a
programme which suggests that one should kick an assailant on the
shin and then run away is of little relevance to a person with a physical
disability, whereas discussion of the potential for abuse by enablers and
professional staff may be very apt
given the growing evidence of the sexual abuse of people with
disabilities in Ireland and elsewhere, often citing very high levels of
abuse, the Department of Health should introduce guidelines, such as
those submitted by NRB, for the investigation of allegations of the
sexual abuse of all disabled people, and not just people with learning
disabilities as recommended in the report of the Kilkenny incest case.
People with o t h e r disabilities, including significant physical
disabilities, sensory impairments and mental health difficulties are also
at risk
policies and staff guidelines on sexual matters in segregated centres
should be translated into individual service-level contracts between
people with disabilities and the management of the centre so that
rights are safeguarded
people with disabilities who have children should be provided with
the supports they need for successful parenting
restrictions on adoption and fostering by people with disabilities, made
on the grounds of disability alone, are discriminatory and should be
removed.

Sexual health
As important as the right to sexual expression is the right to access services
dealing with sexual health.

+

NRB recommends that:

.

the issue of the sterilisation of and contraception for people, generally
women, with disabilities without informed consent should be
explored and clarified, possibly in the context of the forthcoming
national plan on women's health being drawn up at present by the
Department of Health. In addition, an independent citizens' advocacy
scheme should be used to support disabled people's rights to their
own bodies
people with disabilities should be offered the full range of
contraceptive options
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Sexuality and relationships
The myths and fears which lie at the heart of contemporary belief systems
about sexuality have a profound influence on the lives of people with
disabilities, the kinds of sexual relations people with disabilities may have
and whether, in fact, they may express their sexuality at all. The sexual
expression and the development of a sexual identity of people with
disabilities is frequently subject to the control of others, either directly or
indirectly, through society's delineations of acceptable sexual expression or
what is attractive.
It is widely accepted that sexuality is culturally defined as well as being a
natural force. What is acceptable and valued is conditioned by social
position and status. In a society in which status is determined largely by the
exercise of economic power and social influence, people with disabilities are
disadvantaged in terms of their right to express their sexuality. While there
is no agreed view of what constitutes the appropriate sexual behaviour of
people with disabilities, society's rules of acceptable behaviour for nondisabled people appear to be different from those rules which are applied to
people with disabilities: this creates inequality.

Underpinning this inequality are issues of protection and control, along with
unarticulated fears concerning fertility which distantly echo the eugenics
debate. The main religions in Ireland portray sexuality AS a gift and there is
also a close association with the notion of procreation and the "giving of
life". For many non-disabled people, the sexuality of people with
disabilities, far from being a gift, is a liability because of its association with
procreation. To avoid confronting this, the sexuality of people with
disabilities has been largely ignored. Where avoidance is not possible,
arbitrary controls are applied. While these are often presented as being for
the physical protection of people with disabilities, they also work to protect
society from the possibility of a person with a disability becoming a parent.
In dealing with sexual values, generally expressed in terms of the
"naturalness" of sexual feelings or hehaviours, each individual brings with
them their own subjective views, experiences and fears to any discussion on
the topic e.g. discussions on homosexuality give rise to anxieties and
expressions of prejudice from heterosexual men. In the light of this, and as
a consequence of rigid thinking i n society about sexual matters, it is easy to
see why certain fears and myths about sexuality are projected on to people
who are different in some way. leading to damaging stereotypes. These are
ways o f shutting out that which is problematic or uncomfortable,
disempowel-ingpeople with disabilities and denying their personhood at the
same time.
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the population of people with disabilities in prison and the
extent t o which their requirements and rights are
comprehended and fuFuLfilled
the treatment of prisoners w h o develop mental health
difficulties and other disabilities while in custody

in order to prevent abuse of all types, people with disabilities should
receive appropriate information, particularly about personal rights,
self-defence training and assertiveness training, through formal and
informal education and training settings
a code of practice on the protection from harassment of people with
disabilities should be developed, introduced via legislation, enforced
and monitored, along the lines of the Code of Practice on Measures to
Protect the Dignity of Women and Men a t Work (Employment
Equality Agency, 1994)
research is needed into the impact of disability on marital breakdown
and the many difficulties that result from it for disabled people, with a
view to ensuring that their requirements are dealt with equitably in any
forthcoming legislation, codes of practice etc
in order to ensure the greater protection of people with disabilities, the
system of protection orders should be extended to everyone,
irrespective of marital status or living situation
the concept and implications of "fit parenthood" should be examined
to ensure that discriminatory practices are not perpetuated against
people with disabilities
the particular situations of women and older people with disabilities
require focussed attention.
The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies to Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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people with disabilities should be resourced to undergo training in
lobbying, PR, handling the media etc
the equivalent of the BBC Disability Programmes Unit should be
established in RTE, involving radio as well as TV The functions of such
a unit should include the training and placement of people with
disabilities throughout RTE, the making of programmes on disability
issues (both series such as Not So Dzrerent and In From the Margins
and once-off documentaries etc) and advising RTE and independent
production units on disability issues
the possibility of an annual theme week/season on TV/radio on
disability issues should be negotiated with RTE, IRTC etc
live subtitling should be introduced on news and other appropriate TV
programmes, along with greater use of signing insets, both live and prerecorded
subtitling should be included as a criterion in RTE funding for
independent productions and resourced accordingly
TV and radio should, in the context of public service broadcasting, be
used to supply information to people with disabilities (see page 15),
including use of Aertel etc
RTE should implement strategies to make people with disabilities,
including women, more visible in its programming, as presenters,
panelists, contestants, characters, audience members etc
consideration should be given to the development of an award system
honouring media personnel who promote better understanding of
disability issues
coverage by the media of events from demonstrations to access'issues to
art exhibitions involving people with disabilities should be undertaken by
relevant journalists, rather than by health correspondents
the Guidance Note on the Portrayal of Disabled Persons in Advertisements
(1993) should be incorporated into the main body of the Code of
Advertising Standards for Ireland and be stringently implemented and
monitored by ASAl and the proposed media watchdog body.
The recommenclations in this section should b e read in conjunction with the
General Strategics to Ecpalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
-28).
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Specific strategies to equalise status in the arts,
culture and the media
As well as the above general strategies, others specific to each sector are
necessary if equal participation by disabled people is to be achieved.

Arts
NRB recommends that:

the Arts Council should initiate the development of informed policy in
the field of arts and disability by setting up a "commission" on the
model of The ACE/Arts and the Ordinary and Making Youth Arts
Work strategies, involving meaningful consultation, focussed action
research, realistic resourcing, implementation and follow-up
at least until this "commission" reports (given that it may advocate
alternative structures), the Arts Council should activate its existing
policy and establish a sub-committee on the arts and disability
as a matter of urgency, the Arts Council should update and implement
its policy documents To Enable (1988) and Code of Good Practice
(1985)
since the Arts Council's fund for improving physical accessibility to arts
venues is, at &10,000p.a., seriously inadequate, the fund should be:
increased in total
increased to 50%- 75%funding from the current 33%
advertised and promoted
artist-in-residenceschemes should be extended to ensure that:
disabled artists work as artists-in-residencein both inclusive and
currently segregated settings
disabled people are prioritised as "students" of the schemes
all classes are held in accessible venues etc
the use of disabled presenters, actors and performance artists on stage,
radio and screen should be encouraged by the use of equal
opportunities policy and practice at every level, including in theatres,
acting schools, RTE and independent production units.
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These and other dimensions of exclusion perpetuate cycles of oppression,
both external and, in the case of people with disabilities, internalised. The
fact that people with disabilities are not seen as participants in the arts has
led to the view that people with disabilities are
passive, rather than active
not interested in arts and culture
incapable, uncreative
less than "normal".

..
..

It has also deprived Irish artistic and cultural life of boundless talent,
creativity and richness and has depleted the growth that comes from the
inclusion of diversity.

General strategies to equalise status in the arts,
culture and the media
Many of the strategies already detailed in this submission - including total
access, disability proofing, disability equality training, accessible transport will, when implemented, do much to increase the participation of people with
disabilities in the arts and culture. Given the dependence of most of the sector
on subsidies and grant aid, the linking of eligibility for funding to the proven
implementation of equal opportunities strategies benefiting people with
disabilities (see page 32) would have a particularly important effect.

In addition. NRB recommends that:

.
.

the Building Regulations Technical Guidance Manual on accessibility
be amended to put as much emphasis on accessibility backstage and
front-of-house in theatres, concert halls etc as on audience facilities
(see also leisure section, page 78)
speciallydesignated bursaries be offered by the Arts Council and other
grant-making bodies to enable people with disabilities to participate in
courses e.g. drama, sculpture, script-writing, journalism, arts
administration, set design etc
traineeships, pre-training, occupational familiarisation and access
courses should be among the affirmative action strategies developed
and implemented by arts organisations to ensure that opportunities for
equal participation are activated
unwaged people with disabilities should be included where venues
offer pricing concessions
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disability arts from mainstream arts organisations than from disability
organisations
With a few notable exceptions (e.g. PanPan Theatre, Look Beyond Dance
Company, Muscular Dystrophy Ireland) concentration has heen on visual arts
(e.g. George McCutcheon, Stephen Walsh) and writing (e.g. Christopher
Nolan, Davoren Hanna) rather than interpretative and performance arts,
mirroring the invisibility of people with disahilities in the media and in the
streets and, within that, the further exclusion of women and older people
with disabilities. This may be because writing and visual arts are created
alone in one's own space, while performance and interpretative arts require
access to public spaces, collaboration with teams of people, auditions and
career structures, particular education and training - all of which are made
highly problematic at present for people with disabilities. Similarly,
attendance at performances by others is frequently ruled out b y
inaccessibility, including the lack of audio-description, sign interpretation,
loop systems etc, pricing and discriminatory policies (e.g. blind people or
wheelchair-users must be accompanied by a non-disabled person etc).

Defining parameters
There are four key dimensions in the relationship between disability and the
arts, culture and the media:
portrayal
participation
expression
control

.

Portrayal
In modern society the mass media are pervasive in their generation and
perpetuation of powerful social and cultural images. For those with
disabilities, the media often trivialise or marginalise their concerns. Images
of difference, labelling and deviance are repeated and reinforced.
Inappropriate language, inaccurate terminology and depictions of
helplessness abound. Overall, portrayal is of d e p e n d e n c e and
powerlessness. As a result of this limited and negative portrayal, society's
picture of the world is restricted and incomplete. Increased involvement of
people with disabilities in the media and cultural activities will be an
essential element of redressing this balance.

Participation
Historically, the participation of people with disabilities in the arts and
cultural activities has been restrictecl. Access, consultation and equal
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community development projects of all types should include a
disability perspective.

The recommendations in this section should be read in conjunction with the
General Strategies t o Equalise the Status of People with Disabilities (pages 7
- 28).
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Leisure
The policies and practices of exclusion - inaccessibility, lack of information,
negative attitudes, inaccessible public transport etc - conspire to prevent
people with disabilities from joining in sporting and other leisure activities.
In addition, most sports and leisure centres at present have few facilities
which cater for the particular requirements of people with disabilities. The
more competitive sport becomes, and the greater the emphasis on winning,
the more difficult it becomes for many disabled people to find a place with
their peers.
Specious grounds such as "insurance risks" and "health and safety
regulations" are frequently cited to keep people with disabilities out of pubs,
clubs and other centres, while wheelchair-users may be allowed in on quiet
days but not on busy ones as "they take up too much room". Such factors,
together with lack of leisure education, result in low levels of participation.
As a consequence, time and again research indicates that watching T.V. or
listening to music or the radio occupy the main part of disabled people's
leisure lives.
Difference in treatment promotes inequality by creating the impression that
because people with disabilities are not a part of the mainstream social
world they are unable to be part of that world. Limiting the social
experiences of people with disabilities can create socially incompetent
people who cannot find a place for themselves in the world at large and so
become more withdrawn and isolated, with self-esteem further depleted.
In the absence of inclusion, separate leisure activities for people with
disabilities have tended to be Set up.
Many of the strategies already detailed in this submission would, if
implemented, d o much to increase the participation of people with
disabilities in leisure activities. Specific strategies are also needed.

+
NRB recommends that:

local authority funding for municipally-run or funded leisure facilities
should be increased by central government and linked to their
accessibility and concessionary pricing for people with disabilities.
Specially-designated funds should be made available to purchase
swimming pool hoists and other adaptive equipment
playgrounds and other active leisure facilities at local level should be
made accessible and welcoming to children with disabilities
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people with disabilities may vary from total choice for those who can
pay for the whole cost of their equipment to none for those who can
pay nothing. Over half of the participants in the Costs ofDisability
suroey(see page 48) had bought equipment, aids or furniture because
of their disability, including hand controls for a car, hearing aids,
wheelchairs, flashing doorbell signals, an intercom system and special
utensils for kitchen use. The cost involved ranged from around 610
to 6300. Some 70% of participants knew of equipment which would
make life easier for them but almost all of these people could not
afford to buy it.
A key weakness in the system at present is the fact that although legislation

states that products must be supplied by the health hoards free of charge to
people with full eligibility, there is no requirement that products supplied
must meet a certain standard or that users' particular needs and demands
must be taken into account with regard to the equipment that is supplied.
This results in differences between health boards in policy and practice. It
also means that equipment supplied to people with disabilities may be
unsuitable and remain unused, or may fail to resolve existing difficulties.
In addition, information for people with disabilities about technical aids and
equipment, its features and availability and how to choose it, is hard to
access, leading to people with disabilities struggling unnecessarily or
spending large sums of money o n inappropriate or even hazardous
equipment. This situation may be partially resolved in 1995 when the
Handynet European d a ~ a b a s eon aids and equipment for people with
disabilities becomes generally available and when NRH's Disability Resource
Centre begins to develop a regional presence.

+
NRB recommends that:

.

a full review of the service delivery system for technical aids and
equipment be instigated immediately, with a view to addressing
anomalies and inequities in the current system, eliminating waiting lists
and setting and enforcing national standards
clarification of the responsibility to inform people with disabilities
about technical aids and equipment is required
repairs to essential equipment should be carried out promptly
anomalies and ambiguities in the provision o f technical aids to people
in hospital should be addressed.
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+
NRB recommends that:

.

a PA service be introduced as part of the comprehensive range of statefunded community-based support services, based on the results of the
pilot programme recently completed
the PA scheme should also be available to blind people (as readers, for
example), to deaf people (as sign interpreters), deaf-blind people (as
guide/companions) and people with mental health difficulties under
the same conditions.

Counselling support services
Throughout this submission attention has been drawn to the artificially limited
life experience and low self-esteem of many people with disabilities as a result
of their marginalisation and exclusion. Yet counselling support services to
assist people with disabilities to develop coping strategies are all but absent, as
is counselling support for those who live with or are related to people with
disabilities. While physical and intellectual needs are addressed at every level
in a multiplicity of ways throughout the life-cycle,emotional needs and general
support systems are frequently ignored. What is required is a system of
integrating counselling supports within the range of services provided for
people with disabilities and those who live with them.

+
NRB recommends that:

.

this area be researched and pilot schemes run with a view to
introducing a set of appropriate service responses throughout the
country, aimed at both people with disabilities and, crucially, those
who live with them

.

all professional staff working with people with disabilities and those
who live with them should receive training in basic counselling skills
disability equality training and training in disability issues pertaining to
counselling policy and practice should be included in the professional
formation of all psychotherapists, occupational guidance and other
counsellors

.

the range of occupational guidance and counselling resources currently
available to people with disabilities should be reviewed and extended

.
--

funding should be provided to train people with disabilities as peer
counsellors.

~
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all health and personal support services should be comprehensively
equality proofed (see page 8) to ensure equal access for both men and
women
women with disabilities should be included specifically in the national
plan for women's health promised in the Department of Health's
recent strategy document. All women's health services should be
made accessible in every way to all women with disabilities

.

recommendation 11.10.2 of the Report of the Second Commission on
the Status of Women (1993), calling on the Department of Health to
adopt and implement a specific mental health strategy geared to the
monitoring, prevention and treatment of mental health difficulties as
they affect women, should be implemented without delay. Psychiatric
and mental health services should be examined to ensure that women
who require them receive appropriate services.

Specific strategies to equalise status in health and
personal support services
As well as the general strategies detailed above, specific strategies are
required in each of a number of health and personal support services in
order to ensure equal status for people with disabilities both within service
areas and in the community at large. This list is not to be taken as
exhaustive.

Home help service and home care assistance schemes
At present the home help service is aimed primarily at older people and
provides only limited assistance to people with disabilities. The scheme as it
currently exists is limited in terms of meeting the needs of people with
disabilities in that:
it is concerned with household tasks such as cleaning, cooking and
laundry and does not address the personal care requirements of a
significant proportion of service users
it is not available during unsocial hours, which are often the times of
greatest need
criteria for the service vary throughout the country
wage levels vary throughout the country but are generally low (as
little as d l an hour) and do not reflect the level of responsibility
assumed by workers.

.
.

..
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.

innovation, taking into account increasing standards of service
delivery, the development of new services and new models of best
practice
transparency, so that criteria for service eligibility, reasons for service
withdrawal, available choices, changes in service availability, length
of waiting lists and s o o n are clearly understood by and
communicated to current and potential service users
standardisation, so that service provision and criteria are equalised to
the highest level throughout the country.

+
NRB recommends that:

.
.
.

.
.

health and personal support services be refocussed to ensure planning
and delivery in accordance with the principles listed above
essential services which are currently discretionary should be made
mandatory. Personal support services such as personal assistance and
home help can make the difference between managing and not
managing, continuing and giving up
preventative strategies, such as those detailed in Shaping a healthier
future, should be prioritised, and preventative measures within
services should be strengthened in order to prevent the development
of secondary disabilities and deterioration in existing conditions
the reasons given by people with disabilities who refuse or opt out of
services should be documented and used in service reviews
each health board should allocate funds to be used each year to
develop and test out new service responses to the changing
requirements of people with disabilities, with a view to ensuring the
dynamic development of services over time
services such as pain management, which involve multi- disciplinary
approaches centred on customer-identified needs, should be
prioritised for development on a local basis
all staff involved in the planning and delivery of health and personal
support services, including administrative staff ee.. those involved in
dealing with the provision of technical aids and equipment, should
receive both disability equality training and training specifically geared
to understanding the requirements of people with disabilities as they
relate to their work

.
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Health and personal support services
\l:~n\-pcople \\ i r l i tli:ihilitivs li:i\c~c ~ o n i e l v ~ i lconr;~ct
~le
with health services
i c l i s ~ l i l i t .In aclclition, since many disal>leclpeople
r i girccyo ni
;ire unen~ploycd:1nc1clepentlent on 1,enefit. the findings th:ci i~nemployment
a n d povert!. 1v;icl to illness and that people from lo\ver socio-economic
g ~ ) i i p s n i ' ; ~1111
k e :I high propol-tion o f those lvho experience psychological ill
health :rnd chronic, illnes, imply tllat people \vith disabilities are likely to use
1ie:tlth services more th:in others. nc)r simply I x x t u s e o f their dis:~l~ility
but
:11soixcause ihcy are unemployed ancl poor. ?'he higher usage o f the health
services 1,); unemployed people is a t t r i l ~ t e das much t o the stress of being
-on the scr:lp heap" :IS t o t h e direct effects of poverty ancl deprivation
(Nolan. 1992).

.

The issues surrounding this are:
physicr~linxcessilility
inaccessihility of inform;ition
socio-economic class bias
links which exist Iwt~veenI i c ~ ~ l t lclass,
i,
poverty m c l dis:chility
Some h6?4 of the pal-~icip:lntsin the 199.5 Ci).st.s c~/'Ili.scihilit):srin'ry
(see page
48) h:td i x e n t o t h e doctor in the previous twelve ~ n o n t l l sclue to their
tlisnl~ility. Over :I third had spent time in liospital in the same period, while
40% hael usecl three or more health-rel:~tedservices. Yet p e o p l e with
clisalilities frequently :ugue that dis;~l)ilityis not a health issue a n d , at the
s a m e time, clisal>lecl p e o p l e , particul:irly w o m e n . a r e k n o w n to unclerconsume health services.
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resources should he allocated to ensuring that the phy-sical hyout of
I;trger and older resiclenti:tl ;tnd instituriond carc centres is altered to
afford niasim~umprivacy to residents. I'rivacy should be afforded by
htnff h y such common courtesies as knocking on the door before
entering residents' rooms. making ;tppointments etc
national stancl;trds. drawn u p in collaboration with people with
disabilities. including people who live in these settings, governing
residential ant1 institutional care centres should be developed and
implemented. Thesc standards should include:
people voluntarily entering residential and institutional care
settings should he given a written statement of their rights so
that they are in a position to make informed choices
t h e rights o f p e o p l e w h o a r c d e t a i n e d involuntarily in
institutional care should be made clear to them and protected.
by use of an independent citizens' advocacy service where
neCeSSdN
all residential and institutional care centres should have a
mechanism whereby residents' views are heard, respected and
taken into account and the parameters within which decisions
can be made are explicit
i n d e p e n d e n c e should b e fostered t o t h e greatest e x t e n t
possible. Residents should be enabled to choose and keep their
own clothes, choose their own furnishings, decide their own
daily routine and generally b e enabled t o make as many
decisions about their own lives as they can
residents who require assistance with intimate personal care
should b e offered choice in w h o provides them with this
service. Women should never h e forced t o a c c e p t s u c h
assistance from men without their expressed consent
residents should not b e prevented from expressing their
sexuality or from developing close or sexual partnerships (see
sexuality and relationships section, page 92)
residents should have access to and control over their own
money. including benefits and entitlements (see income
support section, page 48), and the right to build up savings
inclusion and integration into local community activities should
be developed to the greatest possible extent
assertiveness training, self-advocacy and personal development,
social and po1itic:tl education, sexuality and relationships
education and counselling should be made available to people
with disabilities who live in residential and institutional care
settings
living in resicicntial or institutional care shoulcl not debar people
with c1is;hilities from accessing other services e.g. personal
assistance. ectucation. training etc
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Residential and institutional care
K:
\Yl~ilc.the m:ljol-iry o f pcoplc \\it11 disal,ilities \ \ I 1 0 live in residential and
institutional exre settings. ;cp:~rtfrom those compelled t o d o s o 11y fiorced
comrnitt:il p n ) c e d ~ ~ r ec;innot
s,
he s:~icl to have heen coerced, many tlo not d o
s o I,y < , h o i c e . Ina1,ilitv to c o p e :clone. un:1v3ilal>ility of suitable
3ccotiimoclation. inahilit). o f f:cmily to support nncl unav:~ilahilityof home
help ser\.ices \yere the m:lin re:isons given f o r the forced move from the
community into resiclenti:tl care in a recent s u ~ ~ oef ypeople with physical
tlis:tl,ilities (I'cwple Fixst. IW4, 19%). While most pc-ople \vith disal~ilitiesin
residential settings live in p h c e s pr~l-ticu1:irlyaimed at people with their
requirements, others are inappropriately pl:lceil e.g. young p e o p l e with
physical tlisal>ilities living among elderly people in general hospitals. This
can have serious consequences in terms o f tlepentlency, quality o f life and
self-esteem.
Even w-l~ereplacement is seen to b e appropriate, i.e. in cc3ntres offering
services to people with a particuhr disability, best practice in independent
living may be absent. Segregation ant1 isolation, derived froni an acute care
niodel, can sometimes he extreme. Many institutions are large, physically
isolated froni centres of population and tend to import services and activities
for residents rather than encouraging their inclusion in 1oc;d communities o n
:in equal l ~ a s i s . Soinetimes topogr:iphy brings its o w n prololems e . g . a
residential centre for people with significmt physical clisal>ilities o n top of :I
steep hill. Lvhich means that residents cannor go to the shops in the village
in \vhich they li\w wirhout assistance.
Large institutions, such as psychiatric hospitals, can b e generally the most
intlesible, with systems not geared 10 treating residents :IS individu:~lswith
u n i q ~ l epersonalities, preferences and I-equirc~nents.Sm:~llerliving units,
such as group homes etc, can allow much greater tlesihility hut this does not
:lutoni~~tic;clly
hxppen. since institutional attitucles and procedures can h e
importecl from tlie old institutionxl practices. particularly \\here staff a r e
moved from 11ospit:il settings \virhout adeclu;ltc. training, or the smaller units
are " o ~ ~ t g r o ~ v tfrom
h s " a larger p r e n t l,ody ( e g . hospital) and s1i:rre st:tff.

l'hc in\ol\elnent 01' residents in ilcci\ion-ni:~liing :11,out their own honics is
or high-support centria.;.
speaker :it a
often minini;~l.especi:~llyin l:~~-gcr
conkrencc on \ \ o m m ;inil ilis:~l)iliryin 1)uIdin in I992 s~cinmetltlie situation
LIPrhus: ..In residential care y o u :we const:lntly conipromising... there is n o
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Rented acconmloclation

+
NRR recommends that:
ways of providmg reasonably-priced rented accommodation on bhort
to medium-term lettings should be found
the Landlord and Tenants Acts should be altered to ensure that an
agreed proportion of flats for private letting be made physically
accessible at the stage of conversion

.

through anti-discrimination legislation o r other means it should
become an offence for a private landlord to refuse acconimodation to a
person or a family because the individual o r a family member has a
disability
local authorities' criteria for priority on housing lists should become
transparent and the system of "medical priority" be overhauled to
ensure the inclusion of social factors.
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Housing
N:8
Gi\-czntheir rate of unernploynwnt, lo\v :~vel.ageincome level, inaccessil>le
pul,lic, trxnsport etc. people wit11 ciisal,ilities are more likely than nondimhled people to spend a large amount of tinre in their own homes. Many
p e o p l e lvith tlisahilities, h o ~ v e v e r ,live in a c c o m m o d a t i o n w h i c h is
inxlequate for their needs or in which they :Ire virt~~ally
imprisoned since
they cannor gain access to even their neighbours' houses. Young disabled
people's aspirations to leave home :lnd live in :I fl:ct like their non-disahled
peers is limited, not only hy financi;tl constr;~ints1 ~ 1also
t
i,ec;~useaccessible
flats are not generally :cvail:~l~le.This prevents young people with disabilities
living :I life of their choice m c i forces them to stay in the shelter of the f h i l y
long after they may otherwise wish to.

New housing
New homes l ~ u i l with
t
flights of steps u p to the front door represents visible
evidence o f the exclusion of many people with ctisahilities from housing
choice.

+

NRB recommends

the extension of the Building Regulations to include private dwellings
t h e immediate i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of t h e D e p a r t m e n t of t h e
Environment's clear and detailed 1982 policy (NG/82 Construction
Guidelines) that all new local authority home building should be of
adaptable "lifetime homes". This would ultimately save the State
money as adaptations would, by definition, b e less extensive and
people who currently have to remain in hospital until modifications are
carried out would be discharged more quickly. This has the added
bonus of allowing a person with a disability to return to a "normal
environment" as soon as possible, and enabling older people w h o
become di~abledto rmmin in their own homes with the minimum of
disruption. All new housing being "visitable" would d o much to
mitigate the social isolation of many people with physical disabilities
a specified proportion of all new private housing developments should
be of :tdaptdble "lifetime homes'

.
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Transport
;ici'e;

t~-:~ti~port
is an essCnti:~lI-equiremc~ntof tnodcrn li\.ing for peoplt.
\\.it11 tlis:tl,ilities. I o r \vhonl tlie simplest o f journeys c a n h e a tn:~jor
as inany cliwl>led
~~nclert:lliing.
,\ccess 10 tr:lnsport is iniperCcti\-e.p;~rticul:t~-ly
people cxnnot drive o r cannot ~tffordto. Some -O?b of older people are
I x l i e ~ e dto he hea\ily dependent on public transport. Despite their o l w i o ~ ~ s
need. people \vith clis:tl>ilities continue to be denied :tcleclu;tte access to
;rl~iiost311 modes of public transport \vithin the State.
10

Tile curl-ent situ:ttion can l>esummarised :IS follo\vs:
Rail: some mainline trains have adapted spaces f(11- wheelchairs hut
which trains is never c1e:tr: \vhile all n e w rolling stock will l>e
:tccessil~le,improvement is slow; many stations at-e inaccessible even
when the trains are adequate; access for blind :tnd deaf people is
poor
City buses: Buses purchased in Dublin in the last five years offer
improved access to ambulant disabled people a n d p e o p l e with
sensory disabilities h ~ exclude
~ t
wheelc11:iir users: ~vhileother Irish
cities d o not have even these iniprovements. Further changes are
needed e.g. audible announcements of stops
Coaches: highliners are extremely difficult to negotiate for people
with ambulatory difficulties and are impossil~lefor wheelchair users
Taxis: Dublin is the only city to have wheelcl~air-accessiblet:lxis.
while cost prohibits regular use
Ferries: the nlain ports and some ships are accessible hut much more
remains to he clone
Air travel: airports are o n t h e w h o l e a c c e s s i b l e a n d o p e n t o
improvements: aircraft ttiernselves remain problematic.
Staff training :tnd pr:tctice is a n issue thr-o~tghoutthe pulAic transport system.
Lack vf access to public trmsport for people \\.it11 physical clis:tl~ilitiesmeans
that they Lire unalAe t o ler~vetheir immecliate environs \vithout arranging for
prir~tlerransporl or t o p:cy for :I t m i . This impacts on theil- ability to pursue
education. artend t~miningcourses. xvork outside the home or live in the :trea
o f their choice. They cnnnot p:trticipate in soci:tl :~ctivitieson the s:tnie basis
:IS their non-disahlecl peers. They are prevented from going into the city to
- 1 clc-pr-ir.esp r o p l e xvith
\ v i n d o \ ~ - s h o po r browse. L:~cko f t ~ t n s p o ~also
clis:~hilitieso f the right to spont;lneoms action
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Financial services

Financial services
K!
l)is~~rilnin:~tit,n
a g i n s t people \vith dis:~hilities;~ppeal-s
t o be genel.:ll in the
arc:t o f hanking ancl insul-;tnc,e. Excessive : ~ n dunexplained insurance
Io:tclings. extra ~neclicaltests and in\.:tsi\e quesrioning. delays in medic11
insur:tnce cover and the use of . . o u r insur:~ncew o n ' t let us" to exclude
people \\.it11 tlisal~iliriesfrom pl;~cesotl~er\viseopen to thc. pul)lic r~lmund.
Research clet:iiling the extent of tlle issue is not av:~il:~l>le
IIUI many examples
can he provided.
Anti-cliscl.imin:ction legislation, ad\vcaretl else\vhere in this submission (see
page 23). is essential in this area.
NRB recommends that:

the area of financial services (banking, insurance, loans, hire purchase
etc) should be researched with a view to eliminating discriminatory
practices
w h e r e a p e r s o n w i t h a disability can prove in t h e usual ways
(appropriate level of income to meet repayments, security) that they
can repay a proposed loan of whatever size there should be n o
requirement for a doctor's certificate or other additional information
that would not be required of a non-disabled person
there should not be a requirement for people with disabilities to take
out additional insurance for a loan where there already exists a
mortgage on a property or other asset as security. The extra cost of
(generally inappropriately loaded) insurance c a n make all t h e
difference between ability and inability to repay a loan
the loading of life insurance policies, particularly whole life and
endowment policies, should be caref~~lly
examined to ensure fairness
to disabled people. Disability does not always mean bad health and
therefore should not always incur premium loading. Genuine loadings
based on reliable risk factors should be used, if at all, and distinction
should be made between disabilities on realistic terms, based on up-todate mortality tables and actuarial information. At present such
information appears to be out-of-date
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Strategies to equalise status in other entitlements
The issues of confusion, discretion and lack of clear information apply to many
other entitlements which people with disabilities wish to access. As well as those
detailed below, issues concerning housing (see page GO) and technical aids and
equipment (see page 75) are considered elsewhere in this submission.
4

NRB recommends that:
a disability leave scheme, enabling workers to retain their jobs during
periods of hospitalisation, temporary relapse or retraining, should be
piloted, and evaluated, with a view to working out a national system.
The scheme places value on workers' skills and emphasises their
retention rather than dismissal, early retirement or redundancy which
ultimately cost more to both claimants and the State
the Mobility Allowance should be reviewed, standardised, made
transparent and, in common with all benefits and entitlements,
promoted among people with disabilities. The present guidelines are
generatly restrictive, inequitable and assessed differently by AMOS in
different areas. Any revised Mobility AUowance should also take into
account the requirements of people with other mobility disabilities as
well as full-time wheelchair-users
the Motorised Transport Grant Scheme should k'e reviewed. At present
the scheme involves a catch 22 situation, in that in order to access
payment a person with a disability must require a car in order to access
employment. However, having an income from employment generally
eliminates people from the required means test, so they do not quahfy
for the grant. The scheme should be revised to ensure that it can
benefit other disabled people e.g. those in education or training or
who want to buy a car for reasons of general mobility, given the current
inaccessibility of public transport and its absence from many rural
areas
a State-sponsored scheme, along the lines of that currently operated by
the Disabled Drivers' Association, enabling physically disabled people
who cannot drive to designate a particular car for a disabled passenger
sticker, allowing parking in designated parking places, should be
devised, implemented and monitored
the Drugs Refund Scheme, which operates according to Section 59(2)
of the Health Act (1970) and the Health Service Regulations (1972,
1991), should be reviewed to ensure a reduction of hardship on people
with disabilities who require prescribed medication at times which do
not correspond easily to the defined set period. Its relationship to the
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Interim strategies to equalise status in income
support
Recognising that the radical strategies advocated above may take some time
to implement, there are urgent changes required in the system of disabilityrelated benefits which should be implemented without delay.

+
NRB recommends that:

.
.

.

the ceiling on allowable earning from "rehabilitative employment"
should be equalised to the level available to non-disabled people,
including increases made if the claimant has dependants
the practice of withdrawing DPMA from people with disabilities while
they are in hospital or living in residential or institutional care should
cease. A third of participants in NRB's 1993 survey had spent some
time in hospital in the previous year, leading to serious financial
difficulty, since many of their regular costs of living - such as rent - had
to be met during this time and they still needed to make purchases and
pay for telephone calls while in hospital. The non-payment of DPMA to
people in residential and institutional care suggests that they have no
right to any income at all, reinforcing the notion of dependency,
whereas with DPMA residents would be able to make a meanstested
contribution towards their accommodation
the discretionary medical assessment ascertaining which people with
mental health difficulties are eligible for DPMA should be standardised,
made transparent, enforced and monitored. At present in some Health
Board areas DPMA is paid to people who have a psychotic illness, based
on the report of a consultant psychiatrist. Frequently the assessment is
made on the basis of the type of medication which a person may be
receiving, which may result in being awarded or disallowed DPMA on
the basis of medication rather than the functional impact of mental
health difficulties. DPMA is generally not paid to people with mental
illness who have difficulties which do not result in psychotic behaviour,
yet their mental health difficulties may in fact limit their availability or
suitability for employment
benefit testing should cease. At present, under the provision of the
Social Welfare Act (1992), where, for example, the husband or male
partner is receiving disablement benefit and his wife or woman partner
claims social assistance in her own right, both of their benefit incomes
will be reduced, as a couple, so that the wife receives only what would
be the equivalent of a dependant's allowance
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of disability-related benefits 2nd entitlenicnts, their calculation, assessment,
delivery, administration and appeals systems. This requires a hard look at
the principles underlying the treatment of disability, sickness and injury in
Irish social welfare, health and related law, including where appropriate,
comparisons with principles in use elsewhere in Europe. Such a review
should involve an opportunity for people with disabilities to discuss and
debate the different principles in use and express an informed view in
relation to existing or future legislation.
Any emerging system should provide for a comprehensive disability income
scheme based on three principles:
equity between disabled and non-disabled people
equity among disabled people, regardless of h o w o r w h e r e the
disability arose
equity between disabilities, so that it is the functional impact of the
disability that counts, not the disability type
and should consist of two parts:
an allowance to meet the extra costs of disability, based on the functional
impact of disability and paid to all qualifying people with disabilities,
regardless of employment status, income level, age or gender
a basic unemployment payment for all people with disabilities along
the lines recommended by the Report of the Commission o n Social
Welfare (&65 at 1986 prices), paid to all qualifying disabled people
regardless of the cause of their unemployment or the level or absence
of previous social insurance contributions, paid in part to people with
disabilities in part-time work and involving disabled people in the
same relationship to the labour market as non-disabled long-term
unemployed people.
The administrative system needed to access these payments should be:
simple and transparent, with clear information and a straightforward
appeals system with an independent element, and clear guidelines
concerning advocacy and representation
delivered through the Department of Social Welfare in mainstream
settings by staff well-trained in disability equality issues.
The allowance for the extra costs of disability should be flexible. It
should take account of both the actual range of activities that the
person can undertake and the degree of difficulty, pain, mental stress
and cost that they experience in so doing. Concentrating solely o n
the activities that an individual does undertake would be inadequate
since many disal~ledpeople make Herculean efforts to maintain their
personal independence. This in itself may involve extra costs, e.g.
doing their o w n shopping hut from the nearest rather than the
cheapest shops. As the environment, transport etc become more
accessible, the extra costs of disability may change.
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Income Support, Benefits and Entitlements
At least one third of people with disabilities in Ireland rely for their income

on disability-specific state benefits. These are low - DPMA, for example, is
at present paid at the level of the general poverty line, before taking into
account the extra costs of disability. In addition, claimants of disabilityrelated benefits are generally excluded from any relationship with the labour
market, since most payments are predicated on inability to work. This in
itself gives rise to anomalies, since many people with disabilities in receipt of
benefit can and do work and/or pursue vocational training courses with a
view to finding employment.
The benefits system as it impacts on the lives of people with disabilities is
complex. Based o n the 18.70s Poor Law concept of deserving and
undeserving poor and definitive classes of people with disabilities, the
system has grown in an ad hoc manner. A recent report on one small aspect
of the system, Social Welfare sickness benefit claims and appeals (Fit for
Work: Who Decides?, Coolock Community Law Centre, 1994) described
bureaucracy characterised by poor information flows and the repeated
disempowerment of the claimant.
The net result of medicalising what is essentially a social welfare issue
effectively discourages people with disabilities who struggle for personal
autonomy and economic independence.
The flexibility which has begun to enter the mainstream social welfare system
(e.g. in the Return To Work Scheme, which allows participants to retain
certain benefits) has not generally been extended to people with disabilities.
Instead, payments are used in a way which excludes people with disabilities
from access to the labour market, reinforcing the concept of disability as a
medical issue and, most significantly from the point of view of people with
disabilities, reinforcing the notion of dependency at every level.
The Costs of Disability Suroey(NRB, 1993) identified a number of core issues
in the area of benefits and allowances:
level of allowances: allowances are too low and, importantly, do not
reflect disability related costs, which differ according to type and
severity of disability
accessibility of schemes: the different disability-related schemes have
different criteria of eligibility
means-testing of schemes: some disability-related costs are incurred,
whether or not people with disabilities are earning an income. Meanstesting as a basis for allocating allowances oveilooks this and acts as a
disincentive to people with disabilities who wish to take up employment

.

.
.
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Employment

.

people with disabilities whose jobs do not for whatever reason work
out should be ablc to return to the appropriate disability-related benefit
without loss of eligibility
alternative forms of employment, such as systems of transitional and
supportive employment common in the US, should be researched and
piloted, monitored and evaluated in contrasting locations
the Government's pledge in the Programme for Competitiveness and
Work to consider using, in consultation with the social partners, the
processes of public funding and the award of contracts to promote
equal opportunities, should explicitly include equal opportunities for
people with disabilities and should be implemented without delay,
drawing on iJS experience in this area. A system should be considered
through which opportunities could be identified t o ensure that all
projects where the State is the prime client, above a certain mandatory
size, should involve minimum levels of expenditure being placed with
organisations employing significant levels of disabled people

.

employment opportunities for women with disabilities should be
improved and the equality of opportunity debates taking place in
relation t o t h e employment of non-disabled w o m e n should b e
addressed to the employment of women with disabilities.

Strategies to equalise status in sheltered
work/employment

+
NRB recommends that:
the status of people with disabilities currently in sheltered work
settings be reviewed, including such issues as wage structure, the legal
status of workplaces and workers, funding, standards and conditions

.

people working in sheltered situations should have the equivalent
employment rights as other workers under existing employment
legislation
a Rehabilitation Training and Employment levy should be introduced to
meet the training and employment needs of people with disabilities
who need or choose s o n ~ cform of supported/sheltered employment
consideration should be given to allocating government responsibility
for employment. both open and sheltered, t o o n e Government
1kp;~trnent
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-

all employers should be required t o p r o d u c e e v i d e n c e of t h e
implementation of equal opportunities policies a n d practices
benefiting people with disabilities, end to achieve set equality targets
within enforced deadlines
tax concessions should be used, along with specfically designated and
monitored s u p p l e m e n t a r y grants, t o provide assistance w i t h
employers' necessary e x p e n d i t u r e o n increasing a c c e s s t o
employment for people with disabilities
eligibility for funding from Area Partnerships, County Enterprise
Boards, LEADER programmes etc should depend in part on evidence of
equal opportunities policy and practice benefiting people with
disabilities (see page 22)
existing s u p p o r t schemes, such as NRB's Employment Support
Scheme, should be further promoted and extended
NRB Workplace Adaptation Grants should be extended, renamed and
repositioned to include eligibility for the provision of human support
resources such as readers, sign interpreters, personal assistants, job
coaches etc as well as new and assistive technology

a Fares to Work scheme, in which people with disabilities receive
grants t o assist in travelling t o work, should be investigated and
evaluated in contrasting locations
people with disabilities in low-paid employment should, in t h e
absence of a specific allowance to meet the extra costs of disability
(see page 48), be entitled to retain their secondary benefits
a funding mechanism in the form of a Rehabilitation Training and
Employment Levy, possibly as a designated part of an existing
employment levy, should be introduced to meet the training and
employment needs of those for whom sheltered provision in some
form is the required option
the proposed National Voluntary Scheme of Work-Sharing,promised in
the Programme for Competitiveness and Work, should be made
available to people with disabilities
teleworking and other home-based work options should be developed
but not as a substitute for nuking work environments accessible. Such
work should he included in the ambit of employment protection
legislation

-
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Employment
?'lie t-:~teo f unemplo\nient :Inlong people \\.it11 c1is:hilities is estimated at
-0''1t. I-:\.en for ciisal?lecl people \vith excellent ec1uc:rtion and training
:I jc>h is f r a ~ ~ g h
with
t difficulty. A recent study,
q ~ ~ : ~ I i f i c : ~ t i getting
ons.
coniiucted in the I l K for YESF. found that people with ciis:~l,ilitiescame last
in u list OF six soul-ces of potentid recruits identified by romp;inies (NESF
lieport - t . 1
. Once in eniplo!~mcnt. accessing further training, job
moldity ~ ~ pl-omotion
n d
presents new and tough obstacles.

In the ;~lxsc.nceo f [lexil~lework arrangements, job supports, personal
:rssistance. political \\.ill : ~ n dcreativity generally, many p e o p l e \vith
disa1,ilities are considered ~1nemp1oy:hlein the wider c c c m m y . To provide
work for a large proportion of this group, an ad hoc system of sheltered
\vorkshops and setrings has lxen tleveloped. These rvorksliops are currently
outside the ambit of employment protection legislation and frequently wages
as such are not paid, with participants receiving DPMA and an "attendance
allowance". In the system as i t presently operates goods and services
produced are sold but arrangements lead many disabled people to feel that
their lal~ouris sonieho\v not \vorthy of inclusion in the wider economy. This
is I-einforced l ~ ythe fact that most disa1,led jobseekers are in receipt of
lxnefits which d o not entitle them to inclusion on the live register (see
income support section, page 48). This in turn limits the access of people
with disal~ilitiesto employment support programmes and employment
schemes :limed at the long-term unemployed, so that NRB has frequently had
to negotiate for access after the schemes are in operation.
Work is a crucial ingredient of an individual's economic and social wellbeing. Without gainful employment, many people with disabilities find
the~nselveslosing their skills and becoming dernotivated. Referring to
people \vho are long-term unemployed, a 1988 OECD report concluded that
"if the situation is ;~llowedto drift. with insufficient assist:~nceprovided for
those out of work for a long time, it would be tantamount to consigning large
numlxrs of the long-term unemployed to near-permanent social oblivion"
(quoted in NESF Report 4). Yet h i s is the position in ~vhichmany people
with disal~ilitiesfind then~selves, long with the ignominy of not being
included in the counting o f the long-term unemployecl ;cnd having to seek
special permission and exemption to take part in schemes aimed at assisting
that g r ~ u p .
C~irrentlevels of preji~clice.cliscrin1in:ition :tnd exclusion mean that people
\vith clis:~l>ilities
feel compelled to hide or make light of their clisal~ilities:lnd
requirements \\.lien jail-seeking or in employment, placing themselves under
considcral,le stress :inti lo\\.ering self-esteem. l ' h e incli of statutory
employment protection in cert:lin "skclterecl" settings can make working
~
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the potential for the accreditatinn of prior learning as a certification
option should hc examined
consiclerat~onshould be given to allocating responsibility for the
vocational tra~ningof all people, including people with disabilities, to
one Government Department to ensure that vocational policy is fully
inclusive and to assure equality of opportunity
only training centres providing training to people with disabilities which
are accredited in accordance with the NRB Standard for Vocational
Training should be eligible for public funding for training purposes
training aimed specifically at people with disabilities should include
modules on social and political education, self-advocacy skills,
education for leisure, personal development and other lifeskills
labour market research should be conducted on an on-going basis to
identify new and potential employment opportunities for which
training should be provided
trainees should be offered a range of relevant, highq~lalitytraining choices,
with the guarantee of their delivery by organisations in a way v~hichis costeffective and which optimises trainee employment potential
all training agencies receiving public funding should be required to
publish annual accounts so that the State can monitor its investment
trainees should be paid a standardised training allowance, replacing the
current situation in which some training agencies pay RMA as an
incentive, some pay a supplement to trainees' DPMA and others add
nothing at all
like non-disabled trainees, people with disabilities should be able to
return to their previous benefit with no loss of eligibility if they do not
get a job at the end of their course
in recognition of the extra costs of disability and in the current absence
of a specific allowance to meet these costs (see income support
section, page 4 8 ) , disabled trainees should retain their secondary
benefits while in training
the eligibility of trainees and potential trainees with disabilities to both
training and allowances should be standardised, made transparent and
communicated effectively, as under present arrangements a significant
number of trainees in special training receive no allowance or other
beneficiary payment, thus excluding some from taking up training
opportunities
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Training
Nr8
Training :ind t&ic:~tionarc the two primary routcs av:iilal)le to people with
tlisal~ilitiestowal-ds realising theil- full occupational potenti:il. It is vitally
iinport;~ntthat people xvith clis:il,ilities h:tve access to the widest possible
r:inge of training provision, in pnrticular mainstream training. However,
\vhile mainstre:im [mining is open in theory to people with disabilities,
accessing it can, in practice, be difficult.
'I'r:tining in speci:tlisecl settings, while gcner:illy segregating disabled trainees
from their non-disaliled peers, is geared specifically t o p e o p l e with
disabilities and offers :I degree of flexibility in duration, supports etc at
present not generally rlvailable in mainstre:im training. Currently, vocational
training in Ireland is heavily reliant on EIJ funding support which is available
only for training programmes leading to the o p e n labour market, thus
limiting t h e kind of training available in specialisetl settings. Some
programmes tend to b e traditional in approach and are in many cases
insufficiently attuned to emerging labour market trends and opportunities.
'l'he EU Green Paper on Social Policy (1994) noted in relation to training in
general that it too frequently offers little real chance of finding new jobs and
is often palli:itive, rather than functioning as a real instrument of labour
market re-entry. That translates for people with disabilities, facing the
clifficulties of a prejudiced and discriminatory job market (see employment
section p a g e 421, a s the o v e r w h e l m i n g likelihood of long-term
unelnploymenl: without even the dignity of being included on the live
register (see page 42).

Strategies to equalise status in mainstream training

+
NRB recommends that:

people with disabilities should have the right of access to the same
training opportunities 21s non-disabled people. Forthcoming antidiscrimination legislation should ensure that people with disabilities
n i l 1 be admitted to training programmes for which they are suited and
will not be excluded solely on grounds of disability or by e.g. failing to
provide access. personal supports, atlapted equipment etc.
;tffirmative action programmes, aimed at including minimum targets of
tlisahlccl trainees within cnforccablc timescales, should be put in place
by :111 mainstream training proviclers and agencies
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Health and personal support services

Third-Level Education
o f 1ni1cI1 :~tttmrion.
This 1,s :I[ present rlw t'oc~~s

+
NRH recommends
the appointment by all third-level institutions of an Equality Officer
whose remit includes the equal participation of disabled students in
every area of college life, from examinations to accommodation t o
social activities
that technical and personal supports, including equipment, personal
assistance, note-taking, transcription, reading and other services
should become mandatory in third-level institutions

.

flexibility in entrance requirements should be practised by all thirdlevel colleges in relation to prospective students with disabilities
that disability studies should become an option in the curricula of
third-level institutions.

Adult, Continuing and Second-Chance Education
The provision of these frequently informal methods of education is 3 key
factor in promoting life-long learning and an inclusive social life for people
with disabilities. For many w h o s e e d u c a t i o n w a s i n t e r r u p t e d by
hospitalisation and people with relapsing disabilities etc. it can represent a
particu1:irly accessible way o f gaining further education.

+
NRB recommends that:

.
.
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all adult, continuing and second-chance education be funded, priced
a n d p r o m o t e d in s u c h a way as t o e n s u r e t h e active a n d full
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disability studies. as part of a programme of equality studies, should
become available in adult and continuing education and secondchance education projects
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Education

disability studies in an equal opportunities context should be included
in a11 primary and post-primary curricula

.

in order to facilitate people who become deaf, well-resourced lipreading classes should become freely available throughout the country,
instructed by teachers who have completed appropriate certificated
training which should be set up as soon as possible.

Specific strategies to equalise status in education
The general strategies listed almve should l x taken as read in approaching
the strntegies detailed l x h w \vhich refer to specific sectors within the field
of education.

Pre-schooleducation
For children born with disabilities, early, comprehensive, appropriate
intervention will lessen the impact o f disability and difference o n their lives
and de\.elopmental processes. Seconciary and tertiary disabilities can also be
avoided. For the parent/s of disabled children, early intervention helps them
feel reassured, less isolated and hetter able to handle presenting difficulties.
I're-school education. with its emphasis on communal activity, play, games,
music :tnd socid interaction and its opportunity for incidental learning and
socd and interactional experience, is potentially one of the key areas for
inclusive, integrated cle\dopment. l'ositive pre-school experiences can set
the tone and the standards for future inclusive education. I t is important that
parents' first experiences of their disabled children in education stress
acceptance and equal participation.

+

NRB recommends that:

consideration should be given to providing free, inclusive pre-school
education for all children with disabilities

-.

specific training on disability issues and working with children with
disabilities be given to all pre-school teachers, creche workers and
others who work with young children
stand;mlisation in the delivery of support services, such as therapies
and educ:~tion;tlassessments. to children in pre-school education
sliould be developed.
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the right of all people with disabilities to access and participate
in the same educational opportunities in the same settings at all
levels as their non-disabled peers (inclusive education) AND to
access and participate in specialist education
the right of parents to have their constitutional rights respected
and to be involved in all stages (e.g. diagnosis, assessment,
placement and programme planning) of education provision for
their children of school-going age
t h e forthcoming Education Act should specify that statutory
responsibility for removing barriers and supporting each disabled student
with the necessary resources to participate fully in their educational
setting is vested in the Department of Education, which should then fund,
provide or arrange for the provision of the required information, access,
transport, personal supports and resources at all levels
the proposed Regional Education Councils should build in disability
proofing as part of an overall strategy of equality proofing at all levels
and in all services in their remit and jurisdiction
statutory responsibility should be established for ensuring the equal
participation in pre-school, third-level, adult, continuing and secondchance education of people with disabilities, including funding and/or
providing required supports
the statutory right of all people with disabilities in education to receive
appropriate support predicated on their personal needs and
requirements, rather than on the vagaries of any particular educational
setting or system, should be enshrined in the legislation and systems
developed, including personal assistance and service brokerage, to
ensure its practical application and adequate resourcing
tcsachers currently working in segregated education should be given
the opportunity to become resource teachers. either centre-based or
visiting, at all levels of educ:ction
special class teachcrs should be retained in the event of reduction of
numbers due to falling rolls
training in teaching students with disabilities should form an essential
and integral part of the training, both initial and in-service, of all
teachers and tutors at all levels of education
under the terms o f anti-discrimination legislation. it should become an
offcncc to exclude ;I disabled person from any Icvel of education on the
grounds of disability or by e.g, failing to provide access, classroom
support etc
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Education
N!8
This sul)mission h:~s:ill-cady shown thdt the Constitution's guarantee of every
c,itizen's right to educ:~tionmay not he sufficient to ensure its access to all
people with clisal,ilities ( s e e page 2 i ) . Yet education is a particularly
po\\erful tool in CI-e:itingequality for people tvitli disabilities in society.
khrly experiences of inclusion or exclusion are crucial in shaping the future
p~~rticipation
of people ~vithc1is:lbilitics. As the Minister for Education said in
:I speech e:~rlicrthis ye:tr. "it is simply not acceptal)le that pupils, whether
I)ecai~seo f ment:~lo r physical disability or 1xx:iuse of socio-economic
facross. s h o ~ ~ ll)c,
c l inhil~iteclfro111full particip:ition in educ;ctionfi(opening
address. The SIX(: KcpotT and AJiruconference, Dublin).
Opportunities or Ixwiers ex?erienced by people with tlisal)ilities at any level
of ecluc;~tion- pre-school, first, second or third level or in adult, continuing
or sccontl-chance education - impact critically on the choices they can make
in the future and the extent t o which they can achieve their full potential.
The forthcoming Education Act offers a timely o p p o r t ~ ~ n i to
t y ensure that
harriers are removed a n d opportunities for p e o p l e with disabilities
maximised.
Before suggesting strategies to achieve the required results, it is important to
consider the impact of the current situation on young people with disabilities
in Ireland.

Current Situation of Young People with
Disabilities
Young people often receive negative rnessages which :~ffecttheir self-esteem
and scmse of self-worth. For instance, there are the societal messages about
incompetence (e.g. "you can? - you're not old enough") and the superior
knon.ledge of others ( i e , adults). Young people ~ v i t hdisabilities receive
niore of these rnessltges than non-disahlecl young people. Ixcause society
sees tliem as needing particul:rr protection. This protection requires special
1xovi~ionto he made f o r them. \vliicti in turn separdtes them and makes
them different from other young p w p l c perpetuating the cycle o f exclusion.
7'liose \vho hegin in protectecl segrcg;ited settings cuntinue in the main t o he
sc~gregarecl:ind .spec.inl" thso~~gliour
their livc,s. This ]xi-petuates the myth
t l l : ~ t c l s i l c l p e o p l c dscZ in:~clc~quate
a n d in o d o i n g legitimates
S o soikil life. p:~rticiil:~rl~
in e~iiploytiient.
l i s ~ i ~ i n : i t ii rt iI o h I
Often ~.liilclt-rti\ \ i t 1 1 ilis:ihiiities :II-L. sent ro pec.i:il scllools th:it :Ire segregated
froni ll~eislionie co~nmunity.soiiieritiies I)y great clist:tnce. The resulting
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-

disability equality training should always include the perspectives of
women and older people with disabilities, as well as acknowledging
other important minorities
hnding to train disabled people as disability equality trainers should be
made available and suitable training courses should be designed and
implemented throughout the country
general disability awareness campaigns, both national and local should
be designed and implemented, using media and community resources
(see also culture section, page 87)
all disability awareness/equality training and campaigns should
advocate clearly the use of accurate, non-discriminatory language to
describe people with disabilities and disability issues, including the use
of symbolic and metaphoric language (e.g. "the crippled economy")
(see also media section, page 87).
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Anti-discrimination legislation

-- -

NRH recommends that the :thove features be incorporated into specific antitiiscrimination legislation.

Implementation
I.egisl:ction, l i m w e r good,is only :I tool and the extent t o which it is well
usc.il \\-ill tletermine tlle measure o f its success. In view o f this, there are
cert:tin key elements which must be p u t in place if 1egisl:~tionis to achieve
its purpose.

+

NRE recommends that:
there should be clear and unambiguous statements of w h a t is
acceptable/ unacceptable under the law and clear definitions of who is
covered by it
there should be clearly stated and enforceable sanctions attached to
breaches of the law
there should be a clear assignation of authority to take an action under
the law. This should empower an individual or person acting on behalf
of the aggrieved individual to take such an action
there should be a monitoring body responsible under the law for
monitoring the implementation of the legislation. This body should also
be empowered to take action on behalf of an individual person with a
disability or on behalf of a group or category of people with disabilities
persons wishing to take an action under the law should have ready access
to an adequate legal aid scheme so that a breach of the law may not go
unchallenged through the inability of the offended party to fund such an
action. Rights made dependent on ability to pay are rights denied.
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.l'iic cul-rent reality in Ireland is tii:~: there is a significant legisl:~tivevacuum
in rel:ition to the rights o f people \vith ilis:~l~ilities.
To the extent that there is
no legisl:ttion tllerv are no effective. enforce:~lderights anti non-enforceable
rights are not I-ightsat dl.

The current legislative position
Such legal provision :IS exists is. :it l x s t . nml,iguous. Article 40:l of the
Constitution pro\-ides :I 1);lsis for tliscrimin:tio~nI)y the St:~tein favour o f a
perso11 \\.it11 :I clisahility hut cclu:~ll>pro\.ides :I hasis for discrinlination
~1g:tinsrsuch 3 person. Article -i0:1 st:~tes..All i.itiZens shall, as human
I X I - ~ be
~ L
held equ:rl lxfore the la\\.. This shall not he held lo mean that
the State shall not in its enactments have d u e regard to differences of
apacity. phvsical :md mot21 a n d of soci:11 function". I t is precisely in this
tre:ttment of tlifkrences tll:it society can ;~rtifici:~lly
create "clisal~ilities"which
unjl~stifiablyset people a p x t .
Furthertilore, Article 40:l deals only with the duty and obligation of the St'ate
and c:tnnot be in\wkcd :tgainst private organisations, groups or intlivicluals argu;hly the potentidly grerlter source of di:;criniin:ction :~g:~inst
people with
dis:~bilities. For example, the right to ~ v o r kand earn a living, gu:lranteed hy
Article 43 o f the Constitution is effectively circuniscrilxd hy the provisions o f
Article 40:l
IVhile .4rticle 42 o f the Constitution esr:tl)lishcs ihe right to education and
appears to confer o n parents the right to decide how that may b e hest
provided for their child, a recent (:~nclas yet unresol\,ed) court case 1x1s
demonstl-ated the degree of uncertainty and fragilit! of rights even in this
seemingly cle:ir-cut area.

Equal opportunities policy and practice as key criteria

ior funding
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Equal opportunities policy and practice as key
criteria for funding
N:8
I t lixs long been recognisecl that what gets resourceil, gets done. Equally, it

is I I C ~ C X S S : ~10
~ ~ r:rrget resources very specifically and monitor outcomes
c~refullyt o ensure t1i:it designated resources produce the intended results. A
cornl%n:ition of financial sticks :~ndcarrots will fvcus attention on practical
\v:~yst o equalise the st:itus of people with clis:thilities.

+
NlW recommends that:
in order to be eligible for public funding, all organisations be required
to produce evidencd, via equality statements and proven practice, that
they are actively promoting the equality and equal opportunities of
people with disabilities as employees, participants and customers
through, among other strategies, disability proofing, total access and
affirmative action measures
all public financial and funding decisions, at both local and national
level, be examined to ensure that proposed and actual services,
contracts and grant aid d o not ignore o r impact negatively o n the
participation in Irish life of people with disabilities and do not promote
o r maintain their exclusion. Inclusive policy and practice is to be
encouraged at all times and in all fora

.
.
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a system of tax concessions a n d o t h e r financial incentives b e
developed to encourage and reward organisations public, private and
voluntary, which adhere to these principles
a comprehensive monitoring system be developed to ensure that these
actions result in measurable outcomes.
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Equal participation and representation
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where the development of self-advocacy skills may be curtailed by
ahilitv (as in the case of people with significant learning disabilities,
mental illness or dementia) or by specific circumstances (dependency
o n an institution such as a psychiatric hospital) self-advocacy work
s h o ~ ~ lbde s u p p l e m e n t e d by t h e s u p p o r t e d , well-resourced
development of an independent citizens' advocacy movement, using
best national and international practice
broad consultation p r o c e d u r e s , s u c h as that modelled by t h e
Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities in its listening
meetings, should be evaluated and a clear model developed for use by
other State, public service and large-scale private organisations and
companies
affirmative action programmes should be developed at all levels and in
all structures of Irish society t o ensure t h e maximum access t o
participation and representation of people with disabilities. Such
actions and strategies should be carefully equality proofed. Many
examples of affirmative action programmes are detailed throughout
this submission
access to the political process should be made easier for people with
disabilities through a variety of means including:
nominating only fully-accessible buildings as polling stations
replacing the current Special Voters' List system with a postal
vote
improving the access of blind and other non-print-literate
people to the voting system
introducing social and political education as a mandatory
element of curricula in all education and training delivered to
people with disabilities
the process of participation, whether by means of trade unions o r
other rcprcsentative structures. s h o ~ ~ be
l d extended to people with
disabilities in long-term training, clay care. sheltered work and
sheltered cmployment
the statutory role ;tnd lcgisl:~tivcbrief o f the Inspector of Mental
Ilospit;~lss h o ~ ~ he
l d modified to include consult:~tion with service
recipients
o f Ircl;~nclshould consider ways o f
thc ( : c ~ n s u n ~ Association
cs
'x1rncling its ;urnhit to cover he;~lth;~nclsoci;~lservices, possibly using
:cgisl;~tion!1:1ccl l-rl-o:~tll!on thc principles of the M e o i Goods :mcl
sUl>[>l>'
01'%'lTlc~, .\CF ( l%SoJ .
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~ ~ u participation
.4
and representation

Equal participation and representation
Equ;~litv~ x o o l i n gI-eliesfor its success o n the direct involvement of the
m:trgin:tIisecl people it is intended to Ixnefit. Participation and representation
in this contest tlepcnil on the fostering of hoth aclvoc:~cy:mtl self-advocacy
skills among people \\-ith disalIilities and the clevelopment of consultative
rructul-es at every level o f Irish society, including fostering theni in services
:iimecl specifically :it disalAed people. The professionalisation of disal,ility
scr\ices within the Lrame\vork of :I 1l3edic:il model of delivery, without
pro\.ision fol- consumer consultation :tnd/or advoac):, ignores the primacy of
the experience o f tli,sal~ility,m d contributes inevitably t o the cfisempowernxmt
of inclividnals, ktniilies and communities, creating a dependency culture for its
members for n h o n i the goal of social, political and economic integration
heconies a virt~lalimpossii~ility.
Consultation and advocacy d e m a n d t h e long-term commitment a n d
investment of 1~1thconsumers and service providers in both specialised and
mainstrean1 settings, at macro and micro levels. The recent growth of the
disability rights movement in 1rel:md and the self-advocacy movement of
people with learning disabilities has challenged the current status q u o .
Demands for "a seat. at the table" and equal participation and representation
require recognition of the rights to autonomy, risk and responsibility of
disalAed people.
Measures to foster equal participation and representation will begin to
dismantle the current passive dependency culture attributed to people with
dimhilities and will restore them to the mainstl-eani of social, economic,
cultural and political life at every level. The exclusion of disabled women
and older people nith disabilities will require particu1;tr attention to ensure
their full invol\wnent.
Simil:trly, measures to assist people with learning disabilities and people with
ment:~lhealth difficulties must tackle the specific exclusions and prejudices
t t u t d e l ~ a rthem from participation. Since people \vith clisabilities generally
ha\.e been socialisetl to expect exclusion, their active participation must be
promoted r~nclactively encourxged.

-

+
NRR recommends that:
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people with disabilities be actively involved in decision-making at
every level which affects them (see section on equality proofing, page
8) and that this become a key criterion in the allocation of funding (see
next section). It is incumbent on all organisations public, private and

-
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to the physical environment and to information

in line with best customer-focussed business practice, every effort be
made to simplify procedures (e.g. in banks, social welfare offices,
hospitals) so that people with learning disabilities and others confused
by such procedures are enabled to take maximum personal control of
their own affairs
procedures, assessment criteria etc, particularly in services aimed
specifically a t p e o p l e w i t h disabilities, s h o u l d b e c o m e m o r e
transparent, with a far clearer application of service accountability to
the consumer than is apparent at present. This will involve, among
other strategies, clear information, contracts and straightforward
customer-focussed responses.

Access services
Among thc factors concerning rlccess services which currently exclude
people with disal,ilities are the insufficiency o f sign interpretation services for
deaf people, guide/companions for tleaf/blincl people, advocates or others to
guide people with learning dis;ll,ilities through confi~singand complicated
procedures ( e . g . in banks, hospitals, garcla stations) and general lack of
consideration o f the needs o f people with hidden disabilities (e.g. renal
failure, epilepsy, dialmes) and mental health difficulties in the provision of
services, frlcilities and responses generally.

+
NRR recommends that:
guide/companions be provided t o deaf/blind people as part of a
comprehensive personal assistant scheme (see page 73)
deaf people b e assisted to employ sign interpreters as part of a
comprehensive personal assistant scheme (see page 73)
blind people be :tssisted to employ readers as part of
personal assistant scheme (see page 7 3 )

;I

comprehensive

funding bc m:dc availalAe to ensure the provision of aplxopridtelytr;tined sign interpreters o n call in such scttings as clinics, garda
staLions. Iwnks. lihr:~ries
deaf people shoulJ h;~vethe right to ;I sign interpreter of the s;tme
gender \vherc :cppropri:ctc (cg. in gynaecological clinics)
all pi~blici,t~ildingssl~ot~lcl
install loop systems. starting with places of
;tsscmbly :uml essentid services
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Access to the physical environment and to information

Since accurate, up-to-&te and relevant infornx~tionis vital to enable people
to m:tke decisions, from the trivial to the crucial, i t is imperative that it
txcome universally availalde to people with disabilities. Walsall Information
Fedemtion ( U K ) recently defined somc of the b:~rriers to information of
people with disabilities as follows:
people who are unaware of the existence of a particular service d o
not know that they need information arid so are unable to ask for it
information is often available in the wrong form, e.g. print when
people need voice recordings or llraille
many disabled people have low expectations and so are unlikely to
try to seek out information or ask for help
mobility harriers inhibit clisal,led p e o p l e from c h a s i n g after
inforn~:ltion
many people lack time and/or money to go chasing after information.
In addition, many professionals appear reiuctant to give access to
information free!y, appearing to defend institutions rather than
prioritise customer satisfaction
information is sometimes presented in a way that makes it difficult to
understand
those people who are not familiar with using information can find it
particularly complicated and may not see its relevance
some people feel reluctant about approaching strangers or official
organisations for help or may take great pride in being independent.

.
.

.
.

+
NRB recommends that:

information relevant to people with disabilities, i.e. all information
made available to the public at large by all organisations public, private
and voluntary, should b e made available in a variety of formats,
including print, large print, braille, tape, computer disk and video
the availability of information should be widely and appropriately
advertised and promoted. People with disabilities should be made
aware that information to help them is available and should be shown
where and how to obtain it. Information providers should develop
better public profiles so that they become familiar and approachable
information providers should provide service guarantees and publicise
clear complaints procedures to ensure that standards are maintained
information aimed specifically at people with disabilities should be
made av;tilable through appropriate mainstream as well as specialised
settings. e . g . information for disabled tourists through Rord Failte etc

Equal Status A Ulu~printfor Action

Access to the physical environment and to information

Access to the physical environment and to
information
Lack of access to Imth the physical environment and information constitutes
one o f the most serious Ixirriers to participation at every level of Irish society
of people \vith dis:~hilities. This issue is consiclered here under the headings
of:
physical environment
access to infor~nation
:tccess ser\.icps.

..
.

Housing :tnd tr:insport are considered ;is specific sectors later in this
sul~rnission. Taken together, access rights n l ~ ~Isxt fully implemented if
people \vith disal,ilities are to achieve the level o f self-:cctualisation enjoyed
I,y the population as a whole.

Physical Environment
Among the factol-s in the physical environment which currently exclude
people with clisal,ilities are features of huildings (steps, narrow doors,
inaccessilde toilets, lack of ini ips :ind handrails. lack of colour contrast and
t:tctile information e t c ) :inel the external environment (lack of clear
infortnation on signposts, in:ippropriately-pI:~cedstreet furniture, high kerlx,
lack of accessible, adjacent parking provision etc). Existing legislation is
inadequate to support the rights of people with disabilities. Even where the
legisl:ttion is ;tdequate, imple~nentation: ~ n dcontrol are often lacking. This is
most apparent in thy c:ise o f the Uuilcling Regulations nncl Road Traffic Acts,
impacting negatively o n the rights of people with clis:il>ilities.

+
NRB recommends that:
the lkpartment of the Environment ensure, by f~mdingthe provision
of Building Control Officers with responsibility for access in each area,
that local authorities implement the Building Regulations and Road
Traffic Acts fitlly and inimetliately
existing St;cte-owned huiltlings be made iiccessihle as a matter of
priority
State t'inmciril support he nude ;ivail:tble t o provide ;tccess to all other
cxisting huildings open to thc public

Disability proofing as an element of comprehensive equality proofing
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NRB recommends that, as well as gender-proofing its o w n report and

recommendations, the Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities
should advocate a programme of positive action to ensure that the obstacles
which only women with disabilities face are dismantled and that women with
disabilities can participate in Irish society on an equal basis. Some particular
solutions to the exclusion and marginalisation of women with disabilities are
included in the examination of specific sectors of Irish life later in this
submission.

Disability and ageing
While Ireland continues to he a young country in comparison with many
others in the developed world, i t is not immune to the general trend of
population ageing. There has been a shift in eniph:~sisin recent years from
old a g e b e i n g s e e n a s a p r o b l e m , involving inevitable frailty a n d
dependency, to more positive images of retirement as a time for personal
fulfilnlent. With 100ni. people in the EU aged over 50 (44m, over 651, and
with numbers growing in absolute and relative terms, it is not only in their
inlerest hut in the interest of society as a whole that older people he fully
included and not treated as a class apart.
The longer people live, the more likely they are to acquire a disability, so an
ageing population is an increasingly disabled one. At the same time, people
with long-term disahilities are increasingly surviving into old age, frequently
acquiring new disabilities o n the way. At the present time, however,
consideration of the requirements of disabled people appears to concentrate
on the concerns o f younger people, on models of involvement in the labour
nlarket and modes of economic and social discrimination as experienced by
particular categories of disal~ledpeople, as noted in the section on women
with disahilities.
This limited vision means that the particular requil-ements of older people
with disahilities are frequently ignored. Particul:lrly insidious is the notion
th:tt quality o f life automatically and inevitably diminishes in later years.
Older people are frequentlv thought to b e inc:cp:lble of advocating for
themselves, running their own lives and so on. However, new generations
of Imth elclerly and disahlcd people will have different and generally higher
expectations of \\;hat life should offer them. It is, therefore, not enough to
pl:~ntor the future simply on the Ixtsis of those ser\-ices and facilities which
are thought to he :~c.cept:~l,le:it the PI-esenttime.
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Disability proofing as an element of
comprehensive equality proofing

The concept of equality proofing was first developed in Ireland in relation to
the work and recommendritions of the Second Commission on the Status of
Women. As a strategy it is aimed at ensuring that rnarginalised people and
their requirements are included from the start in the development of all
structures, policies and practices and as such is the hasic tool of inclusion as
a concept, goal and strategy. Effective equality proofing ensures that the
needs, views and experience of marginalised people :Ire integr;~tedat every
stage of policy ancl decision-making, in the implementation and evaluation
of all policy and practice, at every level from macro to micro, Government
policy to local initiative. By 1)uiltling in such consiclerations from the start,
the present, painfully slow development of equal rights for disabled people
can b e replaced hy the efficient, hest-prrictice approach which is the
hallmark of real inclusive practice.
At its most basic level, equ:tlity proofing involves l x a r i n g certain key

questions in mind when formulating policy o r prxctice o r developing
structures. Extrapolating from the model developed hy the Council for the
Status of Women in its submission to the Second Commission on the Status
of Women, to ensure the consideration of the impact of ;my policy or practice
on disabled people these key questions might he:
are people with disabilities directly in\wlved in the development of
this policy or practice?
what are the needs and experiences of people with disabilities?
how can we meet those needs?
does the policy or practice we have clecided ulmn meet those needs?
have w e l ~ u i l tthe e x p e r i e n c e :tnd perspective of p e o p l e with
clisaMities into the evaluation of this policy o r practice?

.
.
.

n requirements of
'l'hese questions :Ire aimed :it cnsut-ing that the s i t ~ ~ a t i oand
people with disa1,ilities are consitlerecl ant1 inclutlecl in it11 d i r e c ~ i v e s ,
policies, initiatives and actions aimed at the population :IS a whole. Any set
o f questions r~lsoneeds to he Inckctl up in practice I>y rhe development of
pt~rformrinceindic;~tol-s
antl statistic:d rind clu:~litati\-est~~clies
of outcome anel
supported 1,)- the tlevelopnient o f facilitative guidelines a n d codes of
p s : ~ t i c r . A t prcscnt thc N:itii)n:il l:cono~nic : ~ n dSocial Forum ( N E S P ) is
\\-or-kingt i ) iclcntii> \v:i!. of tlc,\.clopin:,:eclu:~lit)-pr-oofing n1ecIi:tnisms in the
Irish u)ntezt.

Introduction
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lntraoduction
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NKU's sulxnission is lxisecl on the principle of inclependent living, a central
ol>jectiveof \vhich niaintains t h t disabled people lir~vethe right to organise
for themselves a quality lifestyle of tlieir choice, not a lifestyle that is imposed
on rhem or one they are obliged to accept through lack of choice. The
solutions cletziiled in this sulxnission, then. aspire to afford people with
disabilities the opportunity to m:~xiniisetheir personal independence,
especially in decision-making :tl~outthe pattern of their own lives. NKR's
sulmkssion contends that people with tlisabilities 21-ecompetent to run their
own lives unless proven otherwise and that education, training ancl other
interventions \vhich impact o n the lives of disabled p e o p l e must b e
organised in such :I way as to ensure that this is s o . This assertion has
implicatio~isf o r the universal right of :tcccss t o instili~tionsand structures, the
pliysic:~lenvironment and infor~nation.\vhidi constitute the b;~sicgateways
to full participation.
The current exclusion and attend:tnt low status of people with clisabilities has
led to the negative stereotyping of clisalded people and the prevalence of
discrirnin:~tory:~ttituclestowards them. The issue o f exclusion by attitude is
the most difficult and all-pervasive harrier that people with disabilities
encounter. This sul>mission offers direct solutions t o this issue and also
recognises that the implementation of its recomniendations across the board
will. Iy f:~cilitatingthe active involvement of people with clisabilities in every
area of Irish life, of itself tackle attitudinal barriers. The emergence of
representative hodies : ~ n dgroupings of people with disr~bilitieswill, by the
development of lol~l~ying
and advocacy strategies, d s o provide a significant
challenge to prevailing tieg:~tiveattitudes.
NK13 recognises t l i : ~ t at present there are many very g o o d , effective,
customer-focusscd services availalde to people with disabilities in Ireland,
provided hy governmental and non-governmental org:~nisationsalike. In
this sulm~ission.however, NRU has taken the view t l u t , rather than tlescribe
th' currcznr level of ;~cIiievement.it is more i~seful; ~ n deffective to put
for\varcl suggestions and strategies for impro\wiient.

.
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The context a i this submission
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XI113 :ittempts in :dl irs \vorl; to consider- rehxlhilit:~tionin the round a n d t o see
i t in its I~ro:ttlc,stc o n t c s r . This czn h e o b s e r v e d in tile organisrltion's

d e v e l o p ~ n e n to v e r thy yexrs. This 1,road cc)ntest a l s o informs NKB's
suhmission to the Coni~nissionon the S t ~ ~ t oufs People \virll Disabilities.

Equal Status A Rlnepr~nltor Acuon

NRB'r Mission

NRB's Mission
NRB's mission is, o n behalf of the State a n d i n consultation with
people with disabilities, to enable a n d empower people with
disabilities to live the life of their choice to their fullest potential.

In order to achieve this, NKB will
4

idmt*

and advise on the needs of people with disabilities and the policies
and services required to meet them
4

develop, provide and co-ordinate services
4

set, monitor and enforce national standards
4

promote recognition of rights and equality of opportunity
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